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ILLINOIS WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY�. ENGLISH DEPARTMENT. 
TRAGIC VISION IN THE. AGE OF SHAKES?El!.M 
ESSAYS IN CRITICISM 
�RCHIVES 
C0Nl'ENTS 
Introduction 
The Function of The Spanish Tragegy in Elizabethan Drama 
The Internal & External1/Jorlds of Coriolanus & Dr .. Faustus 
Cordelia and Coriolanus: Fidelity to an Ideal. 
Shakespeare's .A tti"'cude T01'lard Humanity Reflected by Othello 
The Tragic Elements of Bussy DIAmbois 
.=.::����...::t,;,=....::�=.. as an Italianate Tragedy 
Nr .. Fredman 
Fatricia �l...l...'JI..L.lL 
Sharon Martin 
Charlotte 
Larry Knilands 
Sherron 14cFalls 
Marilyn Nickerson 
The follavung essays - investigative, critical, or interpretatj�re -
iliere selected from the 1961y Senior Seminar in English. 
I-l� vms the pr::i.rnar-J purpose of this Seminar to penetrate into the 
three types 01' "tragedy written during the Elizabethan and Jacobean 
periods: the � casibuf!.. Italia!lr:lte, and Domestic. Nadeleine Doran t S 
E;,ndeavours of Art was used as the basis for categorizing the various 
plays studied during the semester.. Of the papers herein bound, only 
t·wo of the above categories are represented: � ca sibus tl"agedy in 
Coriolanus, Dr. Faustus, and BUI;;SY D1,All1bois,; ltalia.nate tragedy in 
It should be noted that :many of t,he papers use the same sources: 
Botvers, Bradbrookt Bradley, Doran, IJ'ar.i.1ham, Ornstein, Ribner, and idaith .. 
These were the basic texts discussed in detail dUl"ing the Seminar! and it 
Viould be expedient for 9.11Y stUdent interested in these plays to consult 
these texts as 'trell" 
I am quite proud to submit these essays as a collection for study 
by future students of English �ma. 
Raymond Fredman 
Department of English 
October, 1964 
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I Foundatio ns of  I talianat e  revenge tragedy 
.. t background 
1 .. Italian novelle s  
2. S ene can drama 
3. rality plays 
B .  S o cial Conditi o ns 
Italian influ ence 
I I  ements of Italianate  drama ( examples  from 
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V 
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A .  Theme o f  r evenge 
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Machiavellian villain 
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.. t 
.. 
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.. on 
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I e 
e I 
I t  i s  the  purpo s e  o f  thi s  paper to  di s cu s s  
the d evelopme nt o f  the I talianate tragedy o f  re-
, u as a mo d el . 
di s cu s sion o f  a p arti cular typ e o f  tragedy must  
nec e s sarily b egin with a revi ew o f  the  condi tions 
of  literature so ciety in  whi ch the form aro s e  
and mus t  i nclude a standard upon ch compari s ons 
may b e  mad e . The s tandard employed in  thi s  p ap er 
will cons i s t  o f  the Ari stot elian o r  " t raditional " 
concept o f  tragedy . Finally some sp e culation  
should be  undertaken with regard to the influ ence 
of  an early s ample  o f  the typ e o n  s u c c eeding dra-
ma o 
The souroes  o f  I talianate t ragedy cons i s t  
predominately o f  I talian novelle s  and their French 
ons o ns , o f  
can p lays , and o f  morality plays of  the ddle 
s .  Although Italian novelle s  did  not d eal ex­
ively t h  actual blo o d-revenge , the typ e con-
tributed  to  charact 
t i o n  in I t alianate  tragedy . 
zat i o n  and mo tiva-
e vario u s  coll e ctions of stori e s  
as  
The s econd source ,  S enecan drama, c ent ered 
around thr e e  main theme s , one of whi ch formed  the 
basis  for the I talianate  tragedy of reveng e . The 
theme of importance to  thi s p ap er i s  the portray­
al o f  great crimes  and the evil results o f  murder 
in whi ch blo o d-revenge for murder o r  flagrant in-
j ury o r  revenge from motive s o f  j ealousy were em­
phas i z e d  .. 2 
In  Eli zab ethan England , great empha s i s  was 
placed o n  classi cal learning and , b e cau s e  little  
was known of  the  Gre eks , upon S ene can t ragedy as 
the  high e s t  expression  o f  that l e arning . 
( 
His /- Sene ca t s_7 metho d s  of  treat­
ing tragi c si tuati o ns were akin to  
Eli zabethan t emperament , for  the 
men o f  the time were will equipped  
to  und erstand thi s philo sophy , 
whi ch  held that man , the individual , 
was more a e t  o f  eval 
s cholasti ci sm and was , i ndee d , to 
some ext ent the mast er o f  hi s fat e .  
the fatali sti c can pas-
s found a ready e cho i n  the  
bre a s t s  o f  Englishmen already af­
fli c t e d  wi th the melancho lia whi ch 
sometimes turned them into prac­
t i sing mal co nt ents . Sene ca' s oo s -
litani sm was near to  za-
b et hans , who were  s to  
son  T o  Bowers , 
s o :  er  
, p o 0 
S enecan was rhetori cal and artifi-
cial , and the emphasi s was upon s ensati o nali sm , 
and gho s t s  and forebodings were i nt egral ele-
ment s . z ab et han dramati s t s  adap t e d  S e ne can 
sp e e ch e s  depi cting blood  and horror to their time 
by replacing them with  action. 
Anot her  influence , tho u gh not so  important 
as t he S enecan o r  the novelle , was the morali ty 
plays o f  the ddle A ge s  whi ch clo s ely  approach ed 
the spirit of human tragedy .  
I t  i s  in  the non-dramati c stori es 
o f  the falls o f  princ e s  and o f  ca­
p ri cious  Fortune and her whe e l  that 
one  must  s e ek the mo s t  important 
tragi c l e gacy o f  the ddle Age s .  
s e  stori es , which were drawn 
mainly from clas si cal hi story ,  
were , in the nature o f  the cas e ,  
no t o f  the p eo pl e ,  a s  the early dra­
ma had b een ,  but they di d attract 
large audi enc e s  of readers . Then 
imitators 
suppli ed  the tragi c �ramatis t s  
als f o r  plo t s  .. 
In addition to  the lit erary sources  o f  I tal-
i anate , some att ention  mu st b e  pai d  to  the 
attitu de s  o f  zab ethan Engli s toward the thea-
tre ethans, wer e , 1 
rs 
acc  ed  blo o murder  tho u gh legally 
reli o us ly it was cond emned . The son  o r  heir 
was e ct ed ,  in c ertain situations , to  avenge the  
murder o f  hi s ecially that murder  
was treachero u s . " Su ch b eing the cas e ,  the audi-
ence  at the theater s e ems to  have made the  cu s-
tornary compromi s e  b e tween a formal s et of  reli-
gious  and mo ral ethi c s  and an informal s e t  of na­
tive convi ctions .. 11 5 
B e cau s e  s etting and characters in  Italianat e 
tragedy were u sually foreign,  it  i s  nece s sary to  
understand t he Eli zab ethans ' o pinion  o f  t ho s e  p eo -
p I e  and countri e s  whi ch  dominated  the Engli sh trag-
i c  .. 
li The Italian L-exemplifi e d  by  ]t!achiavelli_7 
was almo s t  always regarded  as a villain o f  a par-
t n6 ti cularly j ealous and revengeful na ure • • •  & The 
zab cons i d ered  the p eo p l e  to b e  o n  
a par th the Italians , their opinion  o f  the 
was little  higher�  
to country , I taly i t s  was 
, p .. 40 .. 
, p .. 47 " 
c o  " 
s were o nly a 
the c e s  to b e  l earned in I taly • • • •  "7  
i 
o f  
, however , b e  careful to  not e  that 
Italianate  was no t entirely a pro du ct  o f  
i t s  literary and s o cial environment .  
Since  Eli zabe t han culture was di" 
ver s e  enough to  admit many and , 
inde ed� diametri cally o ppo s ed lit­
erary currents , we canno t say t hat 
the nature of tragedy was d e t er­
by cont empora§y moral or re­
ligi o u s  Vi ewp oi nt s . 
I f  s tudie s  o f  dramati c tradi tion 
the d evelopment o f  tragedy 
s e em more  l o gi cal and inevitable  
than i t  actually was , i t  is  b e­
cau s �hey minimiz e  the accidental 
and unpredi c table  nature o f  lit er­
genius . They creat e the 
sion  that literary i 
have a life  o f  their own� 
t hat  they evolve and grow more  
s op hi s ti cated  through some inner 
dialecti cal nece s si ty or  nec e s ­
s arily as  the climat e o f  
ma 
S e  Si­
o f  convention 
sts  o f  
to  
) , 
ers 
is no t 
ance l s  un­
a o f  cont am-
c practic a .. 9 
inve stigated the backgrounds of  I tal-
ianat e tragedy , we may turn now to a di s cu ss i on o f  
the element s  o f  revenge tragedy " Since ..;;;;.;;;;..;;.......;.;;...l�;...;;;;;.;;;..;;;;; 
i s  u sually considered to  b e  the first I tal­
ianat e  tragedy of reveng e , we may view Kyd ' s work 
as having s e t  the c e d ent for t hi s type of dra� 
ma .. 
The u sual o f  Italianate  tragedy i s  that 
of revenge i ncit e d  by j ealous y  and the play c en-
ters around s o f  sion " I n  .::::..::.:�..:;::..!;:==..::;;;; 
.;;:.;:;.;;;::;.>;�;u.. ' the  mo tive o f  revenge 1I .. . .  do e s  no t 
p ear as  a d e t erminant in the plo t until the middle  
of  the  , s ince  the charac t er s  mus t  t b e  
confli to  provide murder ch i s  to 
b e  d .  11 1 0  I nduction or  Choru s ,  in  ch 
we s t  o f  , do e s  not 
provi e s e cau s e  e 
not actually b e come invo 
.. e 
o f  , i s  
" " 
" 
son ,  rati o ,  
d e  o f  
s o f  
S ee s t  t ho u  thi s handkereher �e­
smeared with blo o d ?  
I t  s hall not from me , till I t ake 
revenge ,, 1 2  
" 
, s e  .. 
s 
mu ch e. ero nimo s u c c�d s  in avenging 
hi s s o n l s d eath,  but s the 
ext end e d  to  inc lu d e  not only t he murderers but al-
s o  inno c ent characters . 
Thi s involvement o f  accompli c e s  kindred 
leads u s  the s e cond element o f  I talianat e dra-
, o f  i ntri 
are tted . 
the e s tion  o f  
the tuation 
On bo th d e s , i t  i s  with-
o f  connivanc e  that the murders 
renzo edringano conf er on  
Ble-imp eria really love s ,  and "" 
j ts  o n  
his d e c i s i o n :  
o f  
she hat e s  me v:rhom 
on  to  be  re-
me  I 
I o r  
s 
resi s t  
Lorenzo eave sdrop o n  a conversa-
tion b eria rati o  '\'1i th  the 
aid o f  e rine and Pedringano , they s tab;;,a s  well 
as  hang the i nno c ent Horatio  in the arbor . 
eronimo too  employs much intrigu e  in  his 
act of  vengence .  madnes s  in  order 
to  convince Balthazar and Lorenzo that t hey sho uld 
take part in a play ch he  has writ t en and whi ch 
will provi d e  t h  a physi cal means o f  o btaining 
revenge .. 
.. 
Lor "  
eronimo 
L!s i d e�7 like you thi s ?  
ZAsid e�7 Why , , my lord : 
We  mus t  resolve  to  s o o the hi s 
humors  up .. IV . i . 1 85- 1 86 
already received the promi s e  o f  Bel-
to  assist  him in taking the desired  re-
venge i s  now to pro c .. Duri the 
renzo , the Duke o f  are 
eronimo COIlli'lli t 
cide  .. s i s  suc c e s  ; however , 
b een  n eedl s 10 in the c e s s  .. 
consi o f  so 
mu ch , we  mus t  er 
r 
e b e en int 
b e en i t .  
i s  o f  
, as mu action as  was conc eivably po s sible 
to  pres ent o n  the s tage . I n  thi s play , we s e e  
eigh� characters actually kille d  o n  s tage and al-
mo s t  a s  means o f  executing the d eaths . The 
s c ene shifts  from the castle o f  the King of  Spain , 
to that o f  the King o f  rtugal , t o  eronimo ' s  
garden. The charact ers move , rather than merely 
speak9 for the mo s t  part ; but when they do  speak, 
their lines  are brie f  and c o nci s e . 
Hi ero nimo ' s  madnes s , at times  feigned and at 
times  actual , b e comes  ano ther dramatic d evi c e  whi ch 
suc c e s sfully employs in ������. ��� 0 
Hi ero nimo i s  c t ed with pas-
fits  o f  genuine madne s s  
bro u ght o n  by his overwhelming 
gri ef the overwhelming s ense 
o f  hi s obligation hi s help-
l e s snes s 
hi s will . probable 
that 
ever s S G  
o n  a 
s o pponent s  
, .. " 
s ceneD in  ch 
and �lighty 
wit h  Lorenzo 
the play-with­
b o th his 
s sure  owing 
ens e  
e s e  
his 
strain 
- 1  
of gho s .  Throu ghout 
, is  the u s e  
, the Gho s t  o f  
che s  over the action,  but a t  no t ime i s  
the revenge ertaken for him , nor i s  it directed  
cide ) d evi s e s  a he  
can .. 
enzo .. 
t he p eace  b e  
- 1  -
II 
ermen .. e o "  ) 1 
no t e  o f  
, he  i s  an 0 
character Lor-
rtuni s t  who 
e ri would do well in  ng 
en Spain and Portu if  she would 
marry Balthazar . Thu s he bribe s  her  servant , ed-
ringano , to  i rm o f  Bel-imp eria l s  love and 
then eat s o to  He 
plans d of killing Horatio , 
t er that first  is  execut ed , he  b e comes  sus-
pi cio u s  o f  his accompli c e s  and d e st ro them also . 
h e  find s  elf inextri cabl� i nvolved the 
situation ch  h e  hims elf creat , he b e come s  
more  more  d e c  tful cunning. Eventually 
he d evelo p s  into  a !JIachiavellian , II . . ..  as full of  
villainous  d evi c e s  as  
res  , so  
t ely 
( even 
of s fact ) , 
, p .. 72 .. 
i s  
.. 
eronimo , 
e s cruple s ., 11 1 5  
erve to  rce  
Just  as  re-
ratio  .. a con-
o r  car e s  no 
t er i s  virtually t t en 
' s  fat eve s at 
later , actual d eath as  did  
found d as 
the au di e nc e . 
s s o n l s supp o s ed and , 
eronimo � when he  
p ainter did  at  hi s 
son ' s d eath. The love that both  Horati o  and Bal­
thazar ( and we may inc lude  Andrea for the sake o f  
paralleli sm )  held for  Bel-imp eria i s  comparable ; 
however , there i s  mu ch  contrast  in her respective 
f e elings fo r the two men.  cau s e  it i s  o bvious  
that eronimo i s  t ruly mad at l east  part o f  the 
time , we compare I sabella ' s stat e o f  mind at 
the moment of her sui ci d e  wit h  hi s crazed  condi -
tion.  eronimo f s  hesitations ch 
need not have o ccurre d  in  real life may b e  �airly 
co ed t o  
venge  her 
ry i t  out . 
' s  int ense  d esire for  re­
cal inabili ty , at first , to  car-
may even consi der the thin-
as  a clo s e  parallel  to  
situation o f  �;�������� .  
total 
The names  and 
pla c e s  
b o th .. 
but the e s s ence o f  v engence exi sts  in 
, t he a ccomplic e s  on b o th ' s  
Lo renzo ' s side s ,  as  well as  revengers them-
s elve s ,  di e o ne way o r  ano ther .. 
e came mo 
- 1  
e 
int ere o f  Kya ' s  work i s  almo s t  
exclusively hi stori cal . Like 
lowe ' s  i t  takes i t s  place i n  the d e-
velopment o f  s h  tragedy b y  re-
vealing new po s bili t i e s  and o ff er­
ing a model  in t e chniqu e ; unlike 
Marlowe t s , it  do e s  not make a s econd 
claim upon us as  great literature . 
The hi s to ri cal int erest li e s  i n  the 
advanc e  whi ch Kyd ' s plays show in con­
struction ,  in  the manipulation  o f  
plo t , in  eff ective si tuation. 
Kyd i s  the first to  dis cover the 
b earing of epi s o d e  and of the IImove­
ment ll of the story on characteri za­
tion ,  and the first  to  give the au­
di ence  and reader the hint of the 
d evelopment o f  charact er ch fol-
lows from thi s interaction .  In o ther 
word s , he  is the fi rst Engli sh d�a­
mati s t  who writ e s  dramati cally. 1 0 
the murder whi ch was to b e  avenge d  
within; t h e  i t s elf and b y  d ep i c t ing  that mur-
der o n  the s tage , laid the foundations for za-
b ethan playwri s .  I n  doing so , he  digr e s s e d  from 
his pre d e c e s sors  and thereby placed  reality ,  rather 
than d e s criptio n ,  b efore his aUdi enc e ' s S e 
Ano ther imp o rtant i nnovation o n  the part o f  
was that o f  d evelopi ng the avellian char-
a cter was a duct  o f  hi s own will d evi c e s , 
rather than, as  i n  can fo r e ,  the 
po a s s  er upon  
was thru 
mo s on  
( . , 
- 1  
o n  
charact eri zat i o n  
e s s ential ects  o f  hi s formula e 1 7 
Tragedie s ,  the n ,  b e came more blo o dy and mor e  hor-
rib l e  while  at the same time mor e  intri cate i n  
p lo t  constru ct i o n  than Kyd ' s  work. th regard 
to  act i o n ,  whereas  Senecan drama had po rtrayed  
s imple  ri s e- and- fall tragedy , Kyd intro du ced  in-
trigu e into hi s plot e  The ext ension o f  thi s as-
p e ct o f  zab e t han drama resulted  i n  a s eri e s  o f  
r eveng e s  whi ch wou nd thems elves  into a tangle d  web 
of situations .. 
I n  lat er tragedi e s , emphasis  was placed o n  
the avellian villain to the po int that in  some 
case s  h e  overshadowed the hero . The result  o f  thi s  
d evelopm ent o f  the villai no u s  chara c t er was a p er-
i o d  i n  whi ch 
now to  
e • •  the villains are t he pro tagoni s t s  
the ctio n  o f  horror tor-
t uous int ri i s  of such imj'" 
portance  , whi l e  s ti ll 
the l eading mot ive  o f  plo t ,  do e s  
not the i nt ere o f  
audi ence except a s  a means to  a n  e nd ,, 11 1 8 
d I 
come to  b e  calle d  
tradi ti 
, p .. .. 
, p .. .. 
e i ntrigue 
I t  i s  n e c e s  
conc o f  
accordi s to tl e , i s  
the imitatio n  o f  an action that i s  
s o u s  also  a s  having tud e ,  
comp l e t e  i n  i t s elf ; i n  language 
th pleasurabl e  ac c e s so ri e s , each 
b rought in s ely in  the 
part s of the wo� in a dramati c ,  
no t i n  a narrative fo rm ;  wi th  in­
cident s  arou sing pity and f ear , 
wherewi th to  accomnli sh i t s  cath­
arsi s  of su ch emo tlo ns . 1 9 
th regard to  plo t ,  Ari stotle  s ays  that  b eauty 
depends on magnitude  and order.  A tragedy mus t  
have a b e gi nni ng ,  a middle ,  and a n  end i n  a cau s-
al  relationship and mus t  b e  a u ni fi e d  whole . That 
plot mus t  conc ern i t s elf with acti o n ,  rather than 
wi th a hero , 
i s ,  the change mu 
the action mus t  b e  complex.  That 
b e  accompani ed  by reversal and/ 
or  reco  tio n .  Reversal cons i s t s  o f  a chang e  by  
whi ch the action v e ers around to  its  o ppo s i t e , 
while  reco  tion  i s  a i rance  to 
.. s e  c e  o r  
sinc e  they both  turn o n  surpri s e s . ( If the action 
is  s imp l e , the  o f  fortune o ccurs wi thout re-
versal or reco  tion .  Henc e , the  drama b e come s  
a s e s  o f  sp e s ,  no t " ) 
cau s e  tat e s  no t o nly a comple t e  action 
p er i s  b e s t  p ro du c ed events come upon 
us by s e  the same fo llow as cau s e  
and c t , a combinatio n  o f  the i nevitable  and the 
c t  20 .. 
and in  o ther Italian-
ate revenge t ragedi e s , the problem o f  creating a 
unifi e d  t consi s t e d  o f  compli cating and unt i e-
the action i n  a ne c e ssary progr e s sion  from b e -
to ddle to  end .. Thi s compli cation was 
brought abo ut the motive o f  reveng e .  The de-
nou ement , a more diffi cult matter  for Elizab ethan 
playwright Traged;y:- -in  
the play-wi thin-a-play i n  �vhi ch t he revenge i s  
su c c e s sfully carri 
ty for 
was hard to 
I e 
s 
s 
out " 
zab ethans , then , 
come by.  For 
to sacrific e  any 
i t " I n  conse-
i t  1'laS achi eve d  
of  
I t  was bustling , 
generous . The mo tto 
b een  never to throw 
that could po s s ibly 
2 1  .. 
, b lo o d  rror were 
son :  
even an arou the c emo tions , 
much l e s s  a o n  o f  them .  
to  the chara c t er , Ari s -
t o t l e  s tat e s  mus t  b e  o d  his purpo s e  
goo d "  mus t  have propri e , b e  tru e  to lif e , 
and remain consi s t ent .  However , thi s charact er 
mus t  no t be p erfe c t  ( rather he should b e  a little  
above ordinary man) b ecau s e  the audi ence ,  to  b e  
able to  exp eri enc e  the tragi c emo ti ons , mus t  i den­
tify wit h  him .. 22 
In I talianat e , thi s  concept was mo -
difi ed to  the  extent t hat hero e s  were sometimes 
of lower the tragi c i ro ny i s  no t c en-
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charact ers  so  that the r eader  o r  s p e ctator  would 
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The questions of this paper are based on my initial reactions 
to the plays �olanus and Doctor Faustus. Without attempting 
to analyze the characteristics of either play, there seemed to be 
for me at ""ork in Doctor Faustus elements which make his situation 
more tragic than that of Coriolanus and in turn more meaningful 
to the reader of his tragedy today_ 
Starting from usch a sub j ective reaction, it is the aim 
of this paper to compare the internal and external '\vorlds of 
these characters in an attempt to reach some conclusion about 
the tragic success of each of these plays. In such a process 
it will be necessary in the end to define that element of trag;edy 
'v1Thich goes beyond a classification system, that element \vhich 
perhaps m?,Vbe one that deals with a deeoer internal question 
of man I s existence, one ,,{hich reflects man I s cOTIlplic8,ted soul 
and the mystifying questLns of man f s relationship to his universe 
and to a 'JOHer which is above him. 
There is little doubt that Coriolanus may be classified as 
a de casibus tragedy; Doctor Fall.stus, hmfever, while it fits 
into the basic characteristics of de casibus tragedy, has w4thin 
it medieval dramatic trad5.tions whtch have been claimed as in-
consistencies in the play; but these inconsistencies in fact 
add to itn traeie si:;nificance. In iv!arlm'lels combination of the 
Renaissance and medieval aoproach to tragedy, he has created 
BCouln Marlowe I s Doc 7.or Fmlstus be a troc:;edy at 8 .. 11?" hHs 
been (luest:1.oned wben it h8.S been called a Christian tra?edy .. 
2 
of his human existence, but to a closer identific[:"ticm vd.th Christ. 
MaD was to accept the mystery of his life, shoulder ::li.s burdens, 
return�ood for evil and a;Jproo.ch death with confidence. But 
1fJhether the Christian doctrines have proIT'.ised such easy anSVlers 
to human existence or not, the tragedy of life bas not been 
diminished. Theambigui ty of his sl).fferjng, of [;ood and evil 
and of his values :)resents itself as strnng':T to the Ohr:1sti"m 
as to the Greek. Chri stianHy has l'erhEtpS deer\eped man fs 
internal c;uesticminfs. He must decide '!!heiher he �tS to believe 
or not to believe, Hhe1ha- he is to l)t\ss his dark ni[;ht of the 
soul and mo.ke a leap of faith or i',nettleI' he is to face life in 
terms of his material concepts and possible meanin�))essness .. 
The Christian vie�<i of tragedy ma�T deepen the tensions and stresses 
i'"hich man must face. Such 8. view can add an additional vlay of 
"giving the fullest account of all the forces, 1Jl'i thin and 1J'l::ithout, 
that make for man IS destructj.on, all t.rlat aff1i cts, mystifies, 
and bears him dm'm, all that he 1.'"11o,,!s as Evil.1I1 '['he suffering 
of man in ,,",arId wohich presents choices whioch invol vo concecns of 
ionfini ty add a nevl level to the "mental and spiritual angui sh as 
the protaganist acts in the knovTled:;e thai '''hat ne feels he fflust 
2 
do is in some sense ':!roDg. n - He must have the abil i ty to under-
stand lithe full context and lications of his action.1I 
3 
The 
conflict bot-Heen man and his destiny may aSStUlle the ultimate magnitude. 
, 
LHich.ard B. Sewall, The Vision of' Traged�T (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1959), :0.46. 
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But in my comparison of these two plays there seems to be 
little need of calling attention to the fact that either play 
is Christian or non-Christian. While the fact that Doctor Faustus 
is built around the Christian theme does not detract from its 
tragic demension, the fact that Coriolanus is secular need not 
alter its possibility of posing equal questions of ultimate 
concern. The questions of tragic success revolve rather around 
the depth of the heros· internal worlds and the conflict of the 
forces of their souls. It is the difference in "whatever forces 
act in the human Sl)iri t, whether good or evil, 1 .. hether personal 
passion or impersonal principle, whatever can animate, shake, 
possess and drive a man's soul.H4 
Both plays provide us with a hero whose life is the main 
ooncern of the tragedy. Their external worlds set the stage for 
a de casibus hero who is of mean estate, whom �1e are able to see 
ascend to power and glory and end in death. 
Coriolanus is built on a grand scale of military greatness. 
He has the superiority of sidll to lead the Roman army against 
an enemy ""ho alone is his eoua1. Only he it seems has the ability 
to inspire his soldiers to victory; only he, of the Romans :i .. S able 
to meet Auficius and match his strength. He has a Herculean 
character. Oomrninius v{hen telling Menenius that Coriolanus 
has joined the Volscians says: 
He is their sod, he leads them like a thing 
Made b:r some other de:i.ty than Nature, 
That shapes man better; and they follow him 
Against tts 'Wrats with no less confidence 
Than boys 'Jursning sUmY.1er butterflies, 
Or butchers killing flies.? 
411.. C� Bradley, Shakespeare:- Tragedy ( New York: The 'Viorld 
Publishing Coo, 1955), p. 25. 
5 William Shakespeare, The Tragedy?! Coriolanus, ed. Louis 
B. \1right. (New York; Washington Square Press, 1962), IV, iv� 115-120. 
All subsequent referenc:es to the play will appear in parentheses. 
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Menenius addB in rc')lF to Cor].inius� uAs 11.::'1'o111e Did Sh8k(� dou:l 
me} low frlli t . 11 (IV, iv, 
battle with the Volscos: 
Tholl ""last a solder 
Even to Cate' s ,<,lish, not fierce and terrible 
Only in strokes, but vii th thy gd 111 looks and 
The th1.lllderlike percussion of thy sounds 
Thou madest thine enemies shake, as if the world 
t'lere feverous and did tremble. (I, iv, 71-75) 
Coriolanus vlelcomes the 0IYJOruni ty to display his valor 
and to ueet Aufidius in battle. There is almost an intense 
hatred established toward the man who may be his ec!ual. He 
states about the Volsces: 
They have a leader 
Tullus Aufidus, that .. lill put you to It. 
I sin in envying his noblity; 
And �mre I anything but ,·hat I am, 
I vJOl.;ld vii sh me only he. (I, i, 254-258) 
He continues: 
\1ere half to half the \'lorld by the ears, and he 
Upon my party, lId revolt, to Bake 
Onl;y my wars 1;[i th him. He is a lion 
That I am proud to h1.lllt. (I, i, 260-264) 
TheRoman state is the scene of conflict wbere Coriolanus 
displays the disposition of his character. As an aristocrat, 
he believes strongly in the excellence of his class and of his 
IJOsition. He s1Jeaks insultingly about and tow'a):d the citizens 
whom he seas as fickle and belo�"l him. 
Ha.'1g t em They say:; 
They f 11 sit by the fire and nresume to lmOl{ 
What's done in the Capitol, ;1Tho's like to r:i.se, 
Who thrives and v'Tho declines; side factions, and give out 
Conjectural marria!��e, making parties strong, 
And reeblin.r; such as stand not in their liking 
BelOiT their cobbled shoes. They say there Is grB.in enought 
\vould the nobility lay aside tbeir ruth 
And let me use m;i' s;"lord, I td make a quarry 
With thousands of these ouartered slaves, as high 
As I could �l�ck my lance.- (I, i, 201�-216) 
5 
He, indeed, feels that he belongs to a different world than the 
people when he denounces them: 
You common cry of curs, ';'Those breath I hate 
As reek to th I rotten fins, whose loves I priz� 
As 'the dead carcasses of unburied men 
That do corrupt my air, I banish you. 
And here remain with your uncertainty: 
Let every feeble rumor shake your hearts; 
Your enemies, with nodding of their plumes, 
Fan you into despair; Have the power still 
To banish your defenders, till at length 
Your ignorance, which finds not till it feels, 
Making but reservation of yourselves 
Still your o\m f'oes; deliver you 
As most abated captives to some nation 
That won you without blowsl Despising 
For you the city, thus I turn my back , 
There is world elsewhere. (III, iii, 150-165) 
Coriolam-s has few desires or runbi tions in the \'1ielding 
of political power. Rather he has convictions and a desire to 
excel in his military deeds. He refuses material plunder of 
battle: 
I thank you, General, 
But cannot make my heart consent to take 
A bribe to pay my sword, I do refuse it, 
And stand upon my common part with those 
That have beheld the doing. (I, ix, 41-46) 
For Coriolanus the conflicts of his external \1Torld are 
those of aristocrat against COlmTIOn citizen and of Roman against 
Volscian. The deepening of his world is apparent in the quality 
of his character "'hich has a predisposition in the direction 
';lhich proves fatal to him. His pride is a marked one-sidedness, 
but it is a tragic trait which is also hj_s ,greatness. His pride 
is that quality which causes people to admire him for his deeds 
of courage and skill. It is his nride 'rThieh spurs him aginst 
Aufidius. But it also is his pride which "\IIill not allow him 
to alter from his personal honor in bmqine; before the citizens 
in a robe of humility. From the opening scenes of the !'J1ay 
the pride of Coriolanus is empha,sized: 
The present "mrs devour himl He is grolm 
Too proud to be so valiant._ 
Such a nature 
Tickled with good success, disdains the shadow 
\'ihich he treads on at noon 
But I de "lander 
His insolence can brook to be conrrnanded 
Under Cominius. (1, i, 296":'304) 
In Act II Brutus and Sicinius again state; 
Hets poor in no one fault, but stored with all. 
Especially in pride. 
And topping all others in boasting. (II, i, 17-20) 
6 
The superiority that. Coriolanus displays 5.s a s120cki.'1t:: 
qU8.li t.y to the m.odorn believer in democracy. Despite the 
possiblity of such a bias the question must still be posed whether 
the pride which Coriolanus displays and the integrity he shmlS 
to himself is adequate to arouse in the reader of his tragedy 
the feelinc;s of pity, fear and sadness. In his refusa.l to 
present himself before the citizens, he remains true to his 
character. But in his insolence and arroe;ance shown toward 
the citizens he sets up an aversion to him ,."hich Can be overcome 
only in a severe rationalization of his character a�1d actions. 
It is admirable that he Can stand before the ci ti7.ens beins true 
to hinself. 
Most S"TE)et voices! 
Better it is to die, better to starve, 
Than crave the here which first 'tie do deserve. 
"/hy in the \'101vish toga whould I stand here 
To be�': of Hob and Dick that do aDtlear - . �  
Their needless bouches? Custom calls me to It. (II, iii, 115-120) 
It is his mother, to whom he owes his first bonar, who can 
force him to appear before the entire mass of citizens. 
c ,  
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Let them pull all about mine ears, present me 
Death on the wheel or at wild horses' heels, 
Or pile then hills on the Tarpeian rock, 
That the precipitation might dO'.m stretch 
Belov! the beam of sight; yet will I still 
Be thus to them • • • • 
I muse my mother 
Does not approve me further, who was \'l'Ont 
To call them woolen vassals, things created 
To bury and sell with groats; to show bare heads 
In congregations, to yawn, be still and wonder, 
When one but of my ordinance stood up 
To speak of peace of war. 
I talk of you (Volumnia) 
Why did you wish me milder? 
Would you have me 
False to my nature? Rather say I play 
The man I am .  (lII, ii, 1-6, 7-20) 
7 
For Volumnia, Coriolanus is too absolute. She ,vould have him 
sv/ay from his proudness so t-hat he might obtain the consulship. 
If it be honor in your wars to seem 
The same you are no�, which for your best ends 
You adapt your policy, how is it less or l'fOrSe 
T'nat it shall hold companionship in peace 
With honor as in war; since that. to both 
It stands in like request? (III, ii, 60-65) 
Her claims are that for him to speak would 
no more dishonor you at all 
T'nan to take in a town with gentle words, 
Which else would put you to your furtune and 
Tne hazard of much blood. 
I would dissemble with my nature where 
My fortunes and my friends at stake requires 
I should do so in honor. I am in this 
Your wife, your son, these senators, the nobles; 
And you ,dll rather show our general louts 
Hov! you can frovffi than spend a fawn upon f em 
For the inheritance of their loves and safeguard 
Of what that might ruin. (III, ii, 72-84) 
Because of the pleas of his mother and his honor to her, 
Coriolanus can compel himself to appear before the citizens. 
In persuading him VolUmnia states: 
Let 
Thu mother rather feel thy pride than fear 
Thy dangeroL!s stoutness; for I mock at death 
With as big heart as thou. Do as thou lit. 
Thy valiantness was mine, thou suckedst it from me, 
But owe-thy pride to thyself. (III, ii, 151-156) 
J-
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Here even Coriolanus's mother recognizes that the fault of 
Coriolanus illay at times outstand his virtue. It is this fact 
which seems to be the weamess in allowing us to enter bto the 
internal world of Coriolanus. We are able to feel very little 
attraction to the character who has openly denounced the people 
of Rome. He shows little reasoning capability, but rather seems 
to follow his passions and the biases of his birth. The reader 
may analyze Corialanus's character and determine that he has 
shown intergrity above all. But he allows us little apport-unity 
to join with him tn any inner conflict of spirit. In remaining 
tTue to his inte:'grity he is allowed to join with Aufidius against 
the Romans for at no time has' he �ledged hb,self in allegiance 
to a country. He has banished himself from Rome lito a world 
elsewhere. II Coriolanus seems to isolate hi:IIlself from the 
characters in the play and in turn from the reader of his tragedye 
What Cbriolanus gai� becaUse of his pride is relevant to him. 
What he loses because of his pride affects many around him. 
Yet th ere can be the rationalization that with Coriolanus's 
death integrity dies. If we feel little identification with 
his internal conflicts we must question the value of integr:Lty •. 
At one point in the play, Ooriolanus displays the human 
emotions which soften his character enough to allow us to enter 
his internal world and to feel what he feels. He departs from 
hi� Herculean image and dismisses his pride when b.e holds his 
mother's hand and says in answer to her pleas: 
o mother, mother! 
What have you done? Behold, the heavens do ope 
The gods look ,down, and this unnatural scene 
They laugh at. 0 my mother, mother! o! 
'r 
./ 
You have Non a haDPY victory to Rome; 
But for your son believe it, C, believe it! 
llilost dangerou you have vrith him:crevailed, 
It not most mortal to him. But let it come. 
Aufidius, though I cannot lClake true VlUrs, 
I'll frame convenient peace. No,,,  r;ood Aufid tUG, 
Viere you in rny stead, 'iIOllld �i"01),. have beard 
9 
Ar;lOther less, or granted less� Aufidius? (V, iii, 199-210) 
This reaction to his In ,ther's entreaties is Quite different 
from the cold reply he had ven to Menenius. 
Wife, mother, child, I kno>v not. My affairs 
Are servanted to others. Though lowe 
My revenge pro!)erly, ny remission lies 
In. VolscJan breasts. That VIe have been f:lToiliar, 
Ingrate forget�llness shall son rather 
TbaD )i ty notc 'o,of r;;1!ch. Therefore be �::('me 
than 
Your s my force. (V, ii, 87-94) 
The lnteruission i� �is 8.11o\fllS h.!(rn to C;COTne if�ore hUTIla.n, 
but it also leads to his destruction. 
TiTUS only at the c1.ofle of the C' does the reader feel 
rathfJr than rationalize the immense force of Coriolanus, the 
s of bis soul and the i!J1Dressin:'l of "Tv;!ast�. lie is a 
che.re.cter who could never be assimilated i.nto any city. He thus, 
too, seems to he a character whose conflict 8.11ows us little 
O\"�\ortunity to feel to'i>J8.rds his disposition and act,ions. 
The IolOrld of Doctor Faustus does not 1 eave such an 
impression. Both his external and internal worlds allow the 
reader to become involved in his conflict of s)irit. There 
is a p:enuine identification ,vi th Faustus as he battles the questions 
of the umodern man". 
Alth01).gh he has been born of parents of base stock, Faustus 
is a doctor of hi[:h intellect Iolho much the reverse of Cori.olenus, 
, I 
,. 
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Are not thy bills hung up as monuments 
Whereby whole cities have escaped the plague 
And thousands desperate maladies been eased? 
Yet are thou still Faustus and a man. 
\'iouldsrt thou make men to live eternallY'6 Or, being dead raise them to life again? 
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There is little that can be stated about the world in 
which Faustus lives. His internal conflicts, rather than his 
external, are those which place him in his setting. Marlowe 
demonstrates the poles of decision which were available to the 
man of the Ranaissance and which are still present today. 
Raustus was made to choose between rationalism and fatalism, 
between human greatness and a spiritual cravin,Z, between indi-
viualism and dependance. 
Faustus,' s first sin is his pride in the ability of man 
and his thirst for power. With an increased hunger for knowledge, 
he puts his trust in necromancy. 
These metaphysics of magicians 
And necromantic books are heavenly; 
Lines, circles, scenes, letters and characters, 
Ay, these are those that Faustus most desires. 
o what a world of profit and delight, 
Of power, of honor, of omnipotence 
Is promised to the studious artisan! 
All things that move between the quiet poles 
Shall be at my command. Emperors and kings 
Are but obeyed in their several provinces, 
Nor can they raise the wind or rend the clouds, 
But his dominion that exceeds in this 
Stretcheth as far as doth the mind of man. 
A sound magician is a might god. 
Here Faustus, try thy brain to gain a deity_ (I, i, 46-60) 
Faustus must question what it is to be a man. His conflict 
is within a soul that is torn bet\,leen the desire to exploit 
new mysteries and the claims of old teachings which \>lhen doubted 
6Christopher Marlowe, The Tra,ical Histor of Doctor Faustus, 
in English Drama, ed. Edd Winfield Parks New York: Norton 
and Co., 19,5), I, i, 20-25. All subsequent references to the 
play will appear in parentheses. 
,,' 
t· 
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leave guilt and a sense of alienation. In search of the truth of 
his nature, Faustus is urged lito realize himself fully in the 
face of all that would rob him of hi s deserts or repress what he 
feels to be his true nature; the guage of his heroism is the 
magnitude of the risk he is willing to take.1I7 TO remain content 
with his limitations seems to deny his capabilities; yet to seek 
beyond seems somehow evil and threatens suffering and the horrors 
of an eternity. 
It is not difficult for the reader of Faustus's tragedy to 
feel this' tension within him. The Good and Evil Ani�:els carry 
on the dialogue of his soul: 
o Faustus! lay that dammed book aside 
And gaze not upon it lest it tempt thy soul , 
And heap God's heavy wrath upon thy head. 
Read, read the Scriptures: that is blasphemy 
Go forward, Faustus, in thl:lt fem01!S art, 
1tlherein all Nature t s treasure is c6t.ltained: 
Be tho" on earth as Jove is in the sky, 
Lord and commander of these elements. (I, i, 67-74) 
Faut?tns makes �is decision to sell hi,s soul in full responBi-
bility for his action. The devil himself "Tarns him about the 
implications of his decisions that 
There is no chief but only Belzebub, 
Td whom Faustus doth dedicate himself. 
This }lord "damnation" terrifies not him, 
For helDnfounds hell :i.n Elysium (I, iii, 57-60) 
when he points out that Lucifer, the most deerly loved angel of 
God had been thrown from the "face of heavenll by "asyJiring; 
pride and insolence. In added warning he res�ionds to Faustus • 
auestion of IIHow comes it then that thou art out of hell?1t by 
7 Sevlall, p. 60. 
{ 
! J 
( I 
! , !  
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stating : 
Why thi s i s  he l l , nor am I out of i t . 
Think 1 s t  thou that I saw the fac e of God , 
And ta sted the t ernal j oys of Heaven , 
Am no t to rmented wi th ten thousand hel l s ,  
In b ei ng d eprived of everlasing b l i s s ?  
o Faustu s ! l eave t he se fr ivo l ou s  d emands , 
1 2  
Which str ike a terror t o  my fainting soul . ( I , i i i , 77-84)  
The tragi c character o f  Fau stu s ,  muc h  mo r e  tha.n that of 
Cor io lanus i s  "mad e of th e stuff we find wi thing our selve s . " 
But hi s l ife i s  intensifi ed and r ai sed ab ove u s . His temptations 
could  b e  our s . 
What b o ots it then to th ink of God or Heaven ? 
Away, with su ch vain fanc i e s  and d e sp ai r  
De spair  in God , and in B e l z ebub . 
Now go forward , no Fau stus , be r e solute . 
Vthy waver e st thou ? 0 some th ing sound eth in mine ear s 
"Ab j ur e  thi s magi c turn to God again 1 1  
Ay, and Faustu s wi l l  turn to God again . 
To God ? He l oves the e  not . ( I , v ,  )-1 0 )  
It i s  with the congea l ing o f  hi s �od as he b e queat h s  hi s s oul 
to Lucifer that Faustus b e gins to que stion hi s arroganc e �  
What might the staying of my b lood p or tend ? 
Ie it unwill ing , I  should write thi s b i l l ?  
\'ihy str eams it not that I may wr ite afr e s h ?  
Faus tus give s t o  th ee hi s soul . Oh , the re i t  stayed . 
Why should ' st thou no t ?  I s  not thy sould thine own ?  
( I ,  v ,  65-67 ) 
Once the contrac t has b e en s�gned we b egin to s e e  the 
irony of Faustus ' s  s ituation . As Coriolanus in re sp onding to 
humanity b r ings ab out hi s d e struction , Faustus real i z e s  th e 
d i sp r op ortion b etween the p r i c e  men give to wor d l y  p ower and 
i t s  ac tual worth . Whi l e  Cor i o l anus l s  d e struction c ome s from 
an intermi s si on in hi s p r id e ,  Faustus fal l s  into d e sp air . 
Onc e  again we are a l l owed to exp eri ence wi th Faustu s  hi s tension s . 
( 
My heart ' s  so hard ened I c annot r ep ent 
Scar ce can I name salvation , faith , o r  t1e aven , 
But fearful e choe s thund e r  in mine ear s 
" Fau stus , thou art d ammed ! "  Then sword s and knive s ,  
Poi son , gun , hal te r s ,  and envenomed s t e el 
Are l aid b efo r e  me t o  d i sp atch myself , 
Had not swe et p l ea sur e c onquered d e ep d e sp a i r  • • • • •  
I am r e so lved : Faustus shal l ne l er reD ent . 
( I ,  iv , i8-25 , 33) 
It b ec ome s inc r ea s ingly i r oni c that a l l  that Faustu s  ha s d e si red 
from the d e vi l  could have b e en found in hi s own b ooks . What he 
gains are onl y s en sual p l ea sure s and p owe r s  \vhicn eventual l y  
b e c ome an e s c ap e  from hi s internal t o rment . To Faustu s ' s  
que stion , " Tel l me who made the Wor l d , "  Mep h i stop hi l i s  an swe r s , 
" I  w il l  not . 1I " Villain � 1J Fau stus que s tions , II have I no t b ound 
the e to t e l l  me anything?"  ( I ,  vi , 67-68 ) 
The traged y  of Fau stus may have b e en averted if he had b een 
ab l e  to r ep ent of hi s s in .  But i t  i s  the theme o f  d e spair 
wh i ch b ring s out the d e l imma of mankind in hi s que st for an 
und e r s tand ing of the myst e r i e s of hi s l i fe . Man a s ser t s  hi s 
s e l f  suffic i ency in pride and seeks sup er human power . 
But in h i s  c r aving , he gr ows awar e of hi s insuffic ienc i e s  and 
crave s the comp l eti on of hi s knowl edge in the spiritual 
r ealm. Dep r i ved of a fee l ing of self.-e steem , he c onc lud e s  by 
d enying any of man t s  gr eatne s s  and shr inks into d ep air . 
It i s  thu s ,  in a s en se hi s gr eatne s s ,  hi s craving for knowl edge 
that is r e s p onsib le for hi s de stru ction . 
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What art thou , Faustus , but a man c ondemmed to d i e ?  
Thy fa tal time d oth draw to final end ; 
Desp air  d oth d r ive d i strust into my thought . 
Confound the se  p a s sions with a qui et sl eep . 
Tush , Chri st did cal l the thi ef upon the c ro s s ;  
Then re st thee , Fau s tus , quiet i n  conc e i t . . 
( r ,  xi , 35-40) 
Faustus i so lat e s  the confl i c t  of each man who searche s and face s 
the inad e quac ie s of his  p ower s .  He i solat e s  the humani sti c 
b el ief in mankind in contrast to a med i eval sub s e rvi enc e to  
to God . He  i so l at e s  the mod ern man ' s rel i anc e on s c i ence in 
contra st to his s e a r c h  for answe r s to qu e s tions of a 
sp iritual reality.  
But Fau stus ' offense s c an neve r b e  pard oned : the 
serp ent that temp t�d Eve may b e  saved , but not 
Fau stu s . Ah , gentl eman , hear me with patience , 
and tr emb l e  not at my sp e e c he s . Though my 
heart pain s and quiver s to  r ememb er that I have 
b e en a stud ent here  the s e  thirty year s ,  o h , would 
I had never s e en Wi ttenb e rg , never r e ad b o ok !  
And .-.rhat wond e r s  I have d one , al l Germany can 
witne s s ,  yea , the wor l d : for which Fau stu s  
hath l o st both Germany and the wor l d , yea 
Heaven i t s e l f ,  Heaven , the seat of God , th e 
thr o ne o f  the b l e s sed , th e kingd om of j oy ;  
and mu st r emain in  hel l for ever , b e l l , o h ,  hel l , 
for ever ! Swe et fr i end s !  Wb at shal l b ec ome of 
Fau s h'. s b eing in hell for ever ? ( I , xi v ,  14-24 ) 
"'or va in p l ea sur e of twenty-four year s ll Faustus l o st 
" et ernal j oy and felicity. " ( I , xi v , 55-3f, )  
The p ity and foar 'Io'hi ch Faustus arou s e s b e caus e  of h i s 
tragi c d e l irrmia r e c:uir e s  n o  rational ization . Every man s i nc e  
Mar l o"re f s time h a s  felt the to rment t b at i s  Fau stus  ' .  Eve r y  
m p n  feel s t h e  s e n s e  of s adne s s  and my stery in hi s l o s s  for 
he  is 8. m a n  ,,,h o s e  i nte ll i gence and ima:::ina tion had c e ught him 
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i n  a d e limma of h 1. S t tme - o n e  \vh :'. c ':  b e cau se  of h i s '.': :r e s t :,-8 s S  
h e  cO lll d no t avo i d . Hi s lo s s  p o int s to th e myst e r y  of l ife 
fmu to,  the ';vo r th of' ;,vhe..t has  b e en lost . 
The gr eatnes s of Cor i o lanu s d oe s  not c omp l ete l y  
b r i ng  u s  t o  such an emoti onal intensi ty.  The r e  a r e  in 
hi s char8.cter t o o  many factor s wi th wh i ch we cannot int e r -
nal i z e . We r emain an o b s erver rather than a p arti c ipator . 
With Faustus we exp e r i enc e al l that he exp er i enc e s  and we can 
id entify with hi s p l ight . 
The wat ch str ike s the hour b ef'or e  hi s d eath and h e  
�onr, s for time t o  d i s c over the mystery of  the soul . 
Ah Faustu s ,  
Now hast thou but one bar e hour t o  l ive , 
And then thou must b e  d emmed p erp etual l y !  
Stand sti l l , you ever moving spher e s  o f  Heaven , 
That time may c ea s e , and mid night never c ome ; 
Fair Natur e l s  eye , r i s e  again and make 
Perp e tual day;  or l et thi s hour b e  but 
A yea.r , a mont h ,  a we ek ,  a natural d ay ,  
That Fau stus  may r ep ent and save bi s soul ! 
The d i scus si on of th e s e  two p l ays ha s l e d  me onc e again 
to a feel ing of emoti onal inten s i ty for Faustus '<Thich I c annot 
feel for Cori o lanus . The fac et s of the d i s cu s sion have tried to 
p oint out ,v-hy ,  though both p l ays  can be c l a s sifi ed as traged i e s , 
with e qual su c c e s s ,  Faustus c r eat ed a greater f e e l ing of p ity, 
fear and sadne s s  i n  hi s l o s s .  It has attem?ted to show th e 
impor tanc e o f  the internal confl i c t  of the main character and 
the d e ep ening of the tragedy as the read e r  i s  a l l owed to enter 
the character ' s  internal wor l d . Such d e ep ening p r ovid e s  
I f ,J 
fee l i ng rather than rationa l i zati on of  th e trag edy . Fur ther 
it ha s at tempted t o  p o int out tbat Faustu� , a l t hough \'lri tten 
during the Rena i s sance and incorp orating med i eval c onventi ons , 
p o s e s  que sti ons vrhi ch c ome cl o s er than tho se of Cc'r i o l ann s 
to the brink of finding out what i t  i s  to b e  a man . 
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CORDELIA CORIOLA1� S: 
FIDELITY TO IDEAL 
ch 
ItThe world is grown to that corruption that 
he that cannot flatter is either accounted 
envious or reputed proud or arrogant .. " 
c 
of their respective plays. 
I. The Lear Universe. 
Diffusion of evil through the essence of nature. 
B. Concepts of appearance and reality (theory of 
recurrent imagery ) ,. 
1. Nothingness. 
2. Nakedness. 
3. Plainness. 
II. The Cordelia/Lear Relationship. 
Cordelia's character as "misinterpreted" by critics. 
1. Her pride--disprove this. 
2. Discussion of Act I, scene i. 
B. Cordeliafs function in King Lear. 
1. Pure symbol. 
2. Prime mover and ultimate goal. 
C. Lear's progress in relation to Cordelia. 
1. From nothingness to nakedness and madness, to 
partial insight, to plainness. 
2. Discussion of Act IV, scene vii. 
D. Discussion of Act V, scene iii. 
1. Relation of Cordelia and Lear. 
2. Discussion of finality of Cordelia' s death. 
III. The Coriolanus Universe. 
IV. 
A. Diffusion of evil throu&� the world. 
B. Concepts of fickleness, flattery, and policy. 
scussion of respective functions of Cordelia and 
Coriolanus. 
A. Place of pride in their . 
B. Absolute fidelity to an ideal and its results. 
V. Discussion of tragiC effect of King Lear and Coriolanus 
based on Cordelia and Coriolanus. 
A. Discussion of t V, scene iii. 
B. General discussion of tragedy and tragic effect. 
1. Definition: The temporal ruin of an eternal 
value. 
c 
tel' can embody 
IS depiction of 1 
the world. In se plays, no one 
all the evil inherent in nature and 
speare sees evil as a soluble substance 
the 
saturating the world; being soluble, i t cal1�ot be isolated. 
Therefore, the heroes cannot root out the evil by killing 
one person who contains it . 
In King Lear treatment of the wide diffusion of evil 
through the es sence of nature natuil:"al1y +eads to a treatment 
a wide range of themes--as wide and as deep as the 
of the universe. evil is diffused throughout the Lear 
universe, so recurrent images or image patterns are diffused 
throughout the play, indicati and making concrete the ab-
stract implications Shakespeare makes. Many of these image 
patterns are variations on the theme of appearance versus 
reality. One pattern revolves around the concept of 
nothingness, or naught, or zero in a literal sense. In a 
figurative sense ( 
on to 
connotation. In a 
value, it Ildevoid of 
moral 
moral 
) this 
, as 
sense, 
worth II l/ 
concept a s ous 
sent 
naughty '�of no moral 
or zero quantity of 
good. U For example, the moral degeneration that forced 
out a the it a 
in. 111 This i pattern of nothingness is connected to 
, 
G. B. son (New York, 
subsequent references 
, 1948). 
2 
versus 
can i 
• is it can to be 
it isntte Nothingness does not necessarily always carry 
bad connotations. It may also indicate the absence of any 
quality. It may be a zero quantity of falseness, as in the 
case of Cordelia in her reply to Lear's question in Act I, 
scene i--UNothing. n  
Another image pattern related to the appearance versus 
reality theme is the nakedness pattern. Literally nakedness 
is the absence of clothing. There is nothing deceptive about 
nakedness; it is the honest reality with which we begin. 
Figuratively, nakedness may imply the barest essentials ne-
ces to survival. It does not carry the moral connota-
tion which nothingness does. 
nness is another image pattern associated with the 
appearance versus reality theme, and, more specifically, 
with Cordelia and Kent. What they call plainness or truth, 
Lear calls pride. What appears to him to be pride is really 
plainness. Plainness is the essence of a quality devoid of 
impuri ties. It is lithe thing i tself'l (III, vi, 110) with 
nothing added. To compare these three image patterns, nothing-
ness is a 
is even 
quantity of 
-the appearance of water with no reality; it 
there simply isnft any_ The bare 
, tepid water, just to sustain life 
is ss; while the essence of water in 
s- purity--this 
is SSe 
, is I S function on to the 
se s c is 
scare one 
t is 
the reader is left with the impression of her being one of 
the principal speakers. The sparcity of Cordelia's verbali-
zations, I believe, is in accordance with the meaning of the 
and with her function in it. 
Some critics tend to soften Lear's fault by blaming 
Cordelia for sharing her father's pride. IILear and his 
daughters have fallen into the first of all sins, namely 
pride, the love and worship of self, to evil disruption • 
• • •  \Vho could not see that Cordelia loved her father but 
loved him less than she loved her own way and hated her 
� sisters?ll- Yet not one character in the play shares ,the 
cri tics, feeling by blaming Cordelia; rather they place full 
blame on Lear. Kent is exiled for supporting Cordelia; both 
Albany and Cornwall try to protect him; France defends Cor-
del and Burgundy does not denounce her; Gloucester calls 
Lear's actions catastrophic; and even and Goneril com-
ment on fS conduct after Cordelia has left them. Granted 
s tragiC flaw--pride, in the 
not lieve we may say that C 
so would be fatal to the play by 
Should Cordelia 
scene i s it her --'---"- c 
ce to 
s 
sense--but I do 
this pride. To 
straying its meaning 
something 
I, 
" Helmut 
. , 
c is 
i 
it, IIShe is 
essence; 
an 
(I, i, 
s or does beyond 
t 
) . the 
plainness 'liould 
It is as if speech itself was not a simple 
or genuine enough thing for the expressing of  what she is. 
It is a fallacy to search Cordelia for an Aristotelian tragic 
flaw. To find one in her would destroy her whole purpose in 
the tragedy. 
King Lear poses, among others, the question of the nature 
of nature. vfuat is the nature of nature if it produces evil 
people who become worse than animals, who become monsters? 
If Goneril, 
even 
is 
answer to the t 
in 
is 
stion. 
are products of nature, and if 
evil acts (the storm) , 
hope ? I believe Cordelia is the 
says to me that 
same nature which created the evil characters also c 
Cordelia. In this sense, she is nature's grace. In 
't"li th evil, is the absolute symbol 
S8. 
Thus, in response to Lear's demand that 
sisters' verbal professions of love, Cordel 
outdo her 
can only say, 
HNothing. II can be, but she cannot say. She has the 
n r, I more 
\'lOrds can the matter , /  • . • love t s breath 
n ( I , i, 56, ) . C s1 
d lentil ( I , i, ) . 
has but the e of love; this 
is 
c s accu c 
t I, scene i. is one s 
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lence to be the absense of love. Everyone else realizes 
nothingness of speech rather than of , and they 
realize that Lear is wrong. Cordelia utters no word in 
excess of her actual feeling. She speaks to Lear precisely, 
in a metaphor which she believes he will understand. til love 
your jesty/ According to my.bond, nofmore nor less (I, i, 95). 
The bond of which Cordelia speaks is to her a sacred bond of 
nature--the tie of natural affection and duty between father 
and child. Cordelia is ttthe thing itself"; she has only the 
substance of love. She would die for Lear but she will not 
talk about dying for him. She will not heave.her heart into 
mer mouth. What she is is there, and if Lear, at his age, 
cannot see it, there is nothing she can do or say about it. 
can only be what she is and thus provide prime motion 
of the action of the play as well as the ultimate goal of its 
movement. Lear, then, mistakes the absence of appearance 
for the ence of love. He misinterprets Cordelia's meta-
phor, for is not really carrying on a d ialogue with her 
or anyone near him during this scene. He has predetermined 
what will say to him and what everyone will do and 
reo fully to Cordelia the II 
bounty I! to 
his title but 
rest of 
its i s 
ibilities. But 
little s ever 
values her, not know her worth. 
his 
worth. 
t a 
was answers 
a more 
than your sters?u (I, i, 87-8). But has determined 
in advance the answers he will receive--determined without 
is 
Hence, Lear completely misunderstands what Cordelia 
by saying she loves her father according to her 
bond. does not consider whether her words have quite 
another meaning than the superficial one,which is decidedly 
dif.ferent from the one h� had expected . Thus, he banishes 
the daughter he loves most. ItNothing will come of nothing" 
(I, i, 92). Of the love that asks for nothing in return, 
of the forgiveness for injuries that is freely , 
viola 
is i It is Lear, then, and not Cordelia, who 
the bond of nature. 
Yet Cordelia, in being true to her essence of 
hands ngdom and her father over to her t�o evil sisters. 
her olute qualities untainted is not the prac-
tical thing to do. Some critics have criticized her for 
being true to herself at her father's selfish thing 
to They she, 1 her father, is withdrawing from 
the world acti leavi it to her sisters her 
refu of responsibility . rhaps this is one of the points 
wi s to The absolutely pure, 
are are not those who best survive in the world; 
ultimately they are the ones who se ty 
are ul successful, 
c 
ghtfully the full re ibility 
s error. His is s e 
of so s en-
1 must come 
s olutely. must change from 
his eption of exclusively (blindness to 
reality ) to perception of reality exclusively. If Lear is 
to learn these things, and if Cordelia is to be his prime 
mover as well as his ultimate goal, she must be absolute. 
She must be all-truth, all-love, all-plainness; she cannot 
even seem to be any of these. She can have nothing of 
e and must have all of reality. 
Cordelia, as pure symbol, plainness, and prime mover 
and ultimate goal o.f Lear, is one of the prinCiple characters 
of King Lear. Yet, as 13 been remarked, her actual lines 
litre few--in with her character function in 
the play. us continually aware of Cordelia 
from s us in t I, scene i to the time 
in Act IV, scene vii, by use of d irect references 
through ' s letters, by the ty the 
c by repetit c 
o 
, stirred initially by 0 I S  words, moves 
lute symbol, 00 
us C 
an 
sisters 
Cor-
s ss k k-
ness ss, si 
d I S ce, f , to full perception of her plain-
ness. The face v1hich vii shes never to see he suffers 
for a.cts to see. It is side the point of 
this pa.per to ce Lea.r's progress through these four acts, 
but it is necessary to indicate some of the intensity and 
complexity of Lear's change in order to appreciate the value 
of Cordelia as Lear ultimately sees her. Lear passes through 
. 
some of the nothingness/naughtiness of Gonertl and in 
Act I, scenes i and ii. In Act I, scene iii, Edgar, the 
symbol of nakedness, introduces this pattern of imagery and 
prepares the audience to cast all illusion off and to hit 
rock bottom of reality. Continuing through the nothingness 
of the two sisters, then, Lear begins his suffering 
physically, giving the audience of his madness. 
his daughters, Lear s out into the storm, casting 
off his illusions one by one, opening himself in his increasing 
ss the buffets of the storm to sight of 
s own: 
Come on; my�boy�. How dost� my boy? 
I am cold myself. is this straw, 
The art of our necessities is , 
it can vile things precious. 
fool and , I have one part in 
's sorry yet for 
sees , disguis 
st 
(III, iii, 
as 
man--one 
neces ities li s s 
all to thy two 
come S?" (III, , 49-50), In his 
cold? 
my fellow'? 
Come, your hovel, 
heart 
) 
con-
8 p 8 
8 loses his -his 
of reason--to ss, so Gloueester loses his ght, 
even , too, is on his way to insight. speare 
has Lear go to cement his person the beginning of 
insight he has acheived. Lear is anoold brittle man who has 
been operating for eighty-some years without inSight. He i8 
too brittle now to bend, so Shakespeare must make his trans­
formation complete, essential, and permanent through his mad­
ness. Thus, Lear, able to see into the world stripped of 
all illUSion, can see in his madness the foulness of the 
world; he can smell out the stench of it. He s yet to see 
the whole of ty in the world. Upon awakening and seeing 
Cordelia' s face, his total vision of truth is complete. 
must more than stark to be truly Thus, 
s in fre garments, Lear finds himself faci and 
seeing his ultimate goal--Cordelia and all represents. 
Cordelia, in t IV, scene vii, 
em.emy 1 s dog, 
Though had bit me, should have stood 
Against my fire, 
To hovel thee with 
wast thou fain, poor Father, 
In short musty straw? 
tTis wonder t thy Ii 
not concluded all. 
rogues forlorn 
ck, alack� 
wits at once 
s. to . 
IV, vii, 36-42) 
, by virtue of I' 
of 
the doctor to 
me, sir, / 
t I, scene i, can-
for 
s, 
hold your s ction 
o'er me./ r, must 
now 
t I S 
consciousness, s; 
I am a very foolish fond 'old man, 
Fourscore upward, not an hour more nor less, 
, to deal plainly, 
I am not in my perfect mind. 
Methinks I she:mld know you and kn0w this man, 
Yet I am'doubtful, for I am mainly ignorant 
What place this, and all the skill I have 
Remembers not these garments, nor I know not 
Where I did lodge last night. Do not laugh at me, 
For, as I am a man, I think this lady 
To be my child Cordelia. 
(IV, vii, 59-70) 
do we feel we want to hear more from Cordelia at this 
point than, IIAnd so I am, I an1, (IV, vii, 70) And do we 
wish Cordel to forgive Lear in any more words than, "No 
cause, no cause (IV, vii, 75) ? 
Lear has come to the point where all that really matters 
is C plainness. In t V, sc iii C , , 'is co11.-
tent with in their captivity. la r in the scene, 
enters carrying the body of Cordelia, he wails 
f s . /  I one is 
when one lives.! She's dead as earth, (V, ii+, 259-61) . 
Call 
s 
bl 
s 
for a s, he holds 
ther, but 
lives. If it be so,/ It is  
sorrows/ That 
our belief 
vQ,ice was ever s 
(V, iii, 2 ) , 
up to 
it is his trem-
, IIThi s 
s 
(V, iii, 265-7 L 
s s Cor-
is it thou 
t I 
c s di ? 
eve 
i 
for us, 
my poor 01 is . , no, no life. 
should a gog, a horse, a rat, have life 
thou no breath at all? Thou'lt come no more, 
Never, never, never, never, never. 
you, undo this button. Thank you, sir. 
Do you see this? Look on her, look, her lips, 
Look there, look there. 
ffiiefi/ 
(V, iii, 305-11) 
s 
Lear dies in eestasy believing that his Cordelia lives, thus 
redeeming all of his sorrows. I cannot believe speare 
lets Lear die deceived, after all he has suffered in order 
to see the truth to value plainness. can deny that 
Cordelia is alive? Nothing about her but her body is dead. 
Lear sees the hi st reality--that she does live--that final 
ty--plainness--is indestructible. 
te world of cannot prove 
fatal to nness itself. And although Lear and Cordelia 
lose all the world, they save everything essential. "This 
is the st ces 
firming that human odness may tr�umph over the evils of 
this world--at tragic cost. " 
d i  
( 
The evil of the Cori�lanu8 universe is as widely 
e or s as it is in 
e se, policy, 
c 
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C 
elute 
s, 
S, s, crews, 
the 
d t curs, 
crowd we see the fickle-
ness an unreasoni people, ly by corrupt leaders. 
see a common people, cowardly in battle, and slow to recog­
nize courage .. 
As in King Lear, the evil in the world is not focused 
in one character. We may call the crowd evil in its fickle­
ness; we may call Aufidiust treachery villainous; we may ac­
cuse Volumnia of causing the downfall of Coriolanus. But 
none of these appelations is entirely sufficient to explain 
Coriolanus I fall. liThe hero does not merely stand. at the 
center of the tragedy; he � the tragedy. brings no one 
down with in �is fall, ;his character is entirely suf-
ficient to explain his fall. 
possible 
'puri ty 
? 
the erpretation of Cordelia as plainness, what 
milarities can there this vision of 
selflessness and the proud 
It is my contention that 
self-centered Cori-
s C 
are sically similar characters and �iffer only in terms 
of their functions their respective plays. Through a 
stretch the imagination, Cordelia is tragiC 
; but Cori 1s the c 
's function as a 
such, we 
as 
rise 
this • Without it 
Cori risen "ei s of a tragic 
but without it, he would not have fallen from those 
Cordeliais plainness is recognized by all but 
Lear at the beginning of the play, so everyone in Coriolanus 
recognizes the herets pride, at times to praise its effects, 
mainly to condemn its results. Thus it would seem that on 
the basis of pride, Cordel Coriolanus are opposite 
character. inness is the essence of Cordelia, so pride, 
a characteristic entirely absent from Cordel , is the essence 
of Coriolanus. But it one of the results of his pride that 
1 Coriolanus closely to Cordelia. This result is Corio-
lanusi integrity which is based on his pride. Li Cordelia. , 
\"1111- do or nothing that is contrary to wha.t he is. 
Fidelity to an ideal, then, is common to both Cordel 
C.oriolanus. 
s more 
for 
military to 
c more 
levels of complexity. To the of the,military 
ideal; 
ty, 
the sis 
our re 
of 
s extra depth of heroic fidelity to an 
since that ideal is really the hero ts Ov'ln inte-
s 
for our evaluation of 
ct as 
ca on 
men 
same 
u cons 
Coriolanus as 
c t 
on 
we 
one 
a vice, 
worthy of 
s 
re as 
source c sourc 
it me, / But owe thy thy-
is only partly right. , pride 
is source of his valor, his , but it is always 
pride , as such, is in Coriolanus a tragic flaw. 
In Coriolanus we must admire the man "Tho is proud "even 
to the al ti t1:l.de of his virtue" (I, i, 40-1). a\'lare of the 
fickleness and cOl'lardliness of the people, can vie ",ish Cori­
olanus to say other than, ItI had rather be their servant in 
my way/ sway with them in theirs" (II, i, 219-20)1 
we may call him rigid, but do we wish Coriolanu s 
to flat , or, for the sake of good policy, to control his 
emoti we wish the one man still thful to hi 13 OI'ln 
integrity to violate it? feel Coriolanus" tries 
rec 
se 
13 
tries to consent. to the people's voice. 
with him because he does not succeed? 
fact that pride is the source of his integrity, 
C0riolanus \'lh0 cro\vd: 
pull all ab0ut me 
on the wheel, 0r at wild s, 
ten hills 0n the 
ipitation mi 
sight, yet will I still 
(III, ii, 1-6) 
c to ss to c 
w0uld we n0t 
other c 
can never be, 
i1 
ct 
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, 1948). 
s ti0n. 
us ous C 
sSG '''119 should ose to admire the people 
who lIevery • • •  change a mind, / call him 
noble that was now. , • • fiheiY (I, i, l86-7), who 
run from battle and must be driven back to it., Perhaps we 
should c ose Aufidius, the valorous, though scheming, leader 
men. Volumnia, wh o wishes her son to bend the 
truth to please the populace. How much more we admire Cor-
io for being true to himself--for saying what be-
lieves. in his pride, Coriolanus es not brag. 
Cordelia, what he is and does speak for themselves. For 
this reason, he hates relations of his deeds r the sake 
his further glory in the hearing. For this reason he 
for what he IIBetter 
it is die, better to starve, / Than crave hire which 
first we d o  
n 
serve (II, iii, 120-1) 
cteristically, Coriolanus acts in sion, heedless 
for 
s si ses s 
, if is truly s can 
him to express himself in bounds someone else s 
Coriolanus is a man of action, 
f well. He does not 
c 
to call him ntrai 
world c se fi 
s 
soldier, who 
tical enemies 
ze 
Coriolanus, as 
is not ti .. 
1 it. 
world of Lear, the olute 
But need we condemn it for that 
reason? To serve their functiona in their respective plays, 
Cordelia and Coriolanus must act as they do, must be what 
they are; ultimately their value will be evident; ultimately 
they will be successful. Perhaps temporal success is not 
meant for the absolute. Just as we must admire Cordelia for 
being absolute, so we cannot echo Volumnia's words to Corio­
lanus: nyou are too absolute , /  Though therein yam can never 
be too noble/ But when extremities speGtku (III, ii, 39-41). 
Cordelia's plainness cannot admit even speech. One of 
Coriolanus I chief characteristics is his emotionally charged 
speeches. Not being a pure symbol but rather a tragic 
leader, Coriolanus must give voice to his beliefs--even 
when they are not thought-out beliefs. Cordelia cannot 
heave her heart into her mouth. Coriolanus is never called 
on to this; c 
as part his nature, therein i he 
condemned. URis IS his mouth--/ his st s 
hi 8 t "'''''�P'.'4 � H (III, i, 257-8) . CoriolanuB charac-
ac e on 
s 
excess ao s Cor-
's , ur love your jesty/ c to my bond, 
nor mere nor less II (I, i, 5) 1 in Coriolanus I speech to 
Brutus about the Roman people, nBut your people,/ I love 
them as they weight! (II, ii, 77-8). 
have said that the same pride which feeds Coriolanus' 
integrity also feeds his wrath and leads to his downfall. 
Lear must learn to recognize and value the plainness of 
Cordelia, what must Coriolanus learn? Must he learn his 
mothers policy? �lhat Coriolanus must learn is not 80 ul­
timate as that. Perhaps that is the reason why the turning 
point of the play comes in silence (not in a orm) with 
Coriolanus' decision to uphold his prime loyalty to his 
mother and to virtually sacrifice himself Rome. What 
Cori must is that 
himself, is not worth a city. 
s revenge, though true to 
He must learn to sacrifice 
his worthy moment without 
mu c 
his 
sion. 
Yet the only moment when this revelation can really 
occur in the play is when it does. It can happen at no other 
time \'Jithout sacrifice Corio18.nus' integrity with it. 
s C s en 
can still n his truth te by tossing insults 
ci VQ s. II 11 not I ,/ 
I surcease own ,/ by body's 
action teach mind/ A most inherent senessfl (III, ii, 
). this int were to citizens, our 
can 
can 
ai 
sacrifice s 
I rema you from 
s never me aught/ But is me former1y� 
(IV, i, 51-3 ). Coriolanus ' words shortly after his banish-
ment indicate, once , his consistency of character, for 
his actions after his banishment are entirely consistent with 
his previous actions . Coriolanus never professes loyalty to 
Rome--only to himself and to his mother. Ac on the 
sis of these two loyalties, Coriolanus can turn traitor 
fi to Rome and then to Corieli without violating his in-
tegri ty. Turning traitor to Rome, he is merely acting !i1,8 
It is irony in the fact he is banished 
started on his to ruin because s pride him 
se to the truth" s heroic ts from 
is to honesty . in hi s turllips trai tor 
to Cori 
is 
i 
mother, 
love 
--the act which spurs his assas 
se 
ac 
self, nor is 
for once 
in acco�dance with his own i 
ac on 'tIe that 
imprac cal--but self-pride is not 
r 
not 
t 
, p. 
It is 
se 
son means 
most 
s' 
on--Coriolanus 
Cori 
lty 
ty is admirable-­
a. city. 
on-
C 
s 
8 
to ae 
1 
t 
i 
on. 
son, " eve it, 
st dangerously you have with him prevailed, 
If not most mortal to him. But let it come. 
(V, iii, 5-9) 
s 
This one act, if no other, s Coriolanus a tragic ro 
worthy of our empathy. In this one act, we are able to com-
bine our re t of the military hero full of integrity 
the human being full of compa,ssion. 
Coriolanus' death at the hands of the conspirators is 
nec�ssary. recognize that the city must spared at the 
of one man's life. Yet we also rec ze the 
that this one man is the last example of personal integrity 
in world. nIt is right Cori��-AAMs should eld to 
Volumma's man's pride is worth a city, least of 
all for of so ignoble a sion as revenge. 
But vie find little to rej0ice at escapes. CorL .. 
is not to we are not reconcil 
his end, or fully satisfied that lasting good has come 
of s,sacrifice. There is some for Coriolanus; 
s his d to feel to another 
to act neces on a loyalty 
all this s in-
sson is all II cost s life, 
is se saves. see 
us or C 
s a re s 
is 
, / 
s. 
1 se 
Ii (III, i, 255) , the who 
thing/ by some other deity 
s man (IV, vi, 90-2),-the 
of this man somehow does not, for some people, call forth 
sympathy as does the death of Cordelia or of Lear. Perhaps 
it is the extreme central focus of the play--fully in accor­
dance with its central character--that aids in leaving them 
with less of a tragic response. Perhaps it is the nature of 
the hero--noble, compared to the world in which he exists, 
yet full of pride, with only one personal touch as a saving 
grace. 
the 1 
it is because in our world today, we admire 
who can appeal to the masses their support; 
we re the individual who is not too individual and \>vho 
c 
can 
sacrifice, for the appearances, his integrity 
c it integrity or sacrifice. 
Lear sees that Cordelia is not dead 
lIed ously and 
, is not even 
, Aufidius, using the poli 
es ecstatic. 
by 
sorrow. the lsc and us of Cori-
o s '  against the oi ty, he tha t Coriolanus II sha.ll 
a 
manner in 
c 
to in to 
It (V, , 155). It is not cause 
es that Cori will, like Cordel 
It is we 
true to what 
because 
s 
s ('l , v s ce-
s 
th no loss of his own 
as ''fell as his immortality, is inevi t-
Tragedy is that type of drama in which all that we 
come to admire and love in the course of the play is given 
eternal life through its temporal ruin. I believe that this 
feeling of exhileration at the close of a tragedy is based 
on the affirmation of man as capable of such qualities. If 
even one man can be a Coriolanus or a Cordelia or a Lear, we 
feel there is hope for mankind. Cherishing this one value 
exemplified in one person, we come to be grateful we are mem-
bers of nd, a group which contains t least one indivi-
dual capable of embodying this value. In so feeling, we come 
to yalue our e as men rather than as s which have 
we haYe 
plainness; in Coriolanus we have called it integrity and 
c sian. In both we may call it f 
c cost. It seem s if, in 
ty to an 
ir 
failed. But in reality, they have achieved immortality 
through thei'r temporal ruin--the highest success that may 
be accounted man. That which we have come to value ulti-
ma course the play we must rea the 
ev1 world not attuned to ultimates. But tra-
as of an e 
s immortali to in of, but 
of i temporal ruin. of ir deaths, we come to 
c c olanus as symbols or names 
s we se call 8S 
fidell ty to lilI,n 
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The Tragic Elements of Buell D'Ambois 
by 
Sherron McFalls 
May 22, 1964 
The Tragic Elements of Bussy D'Ambo:is 
Most problems are best solved by going directly to 
the source of the difficulty. In determining the nature 
of George Chapman's tragedy Bussy D'Ambois I will first 
try to measure it according to genre. The source of 
its tragic genre is Boccaccio's De Casibus. My means 
of understanding Hhat Boccaccio had done was to road the 
discussion of his work in IV111ard Farnham's The l'fedieval 
Heritage .2!. Elizabethan Tragedy. l After determi.ning the 
extent to which Bussy is a De Casibus tragedy, it Hill 
be necessary to determine vlhat other tragic eiements are 
involved in the play and to determine Chapman's degree 
of success in producing the type of tragedy he attempted 
to create. 
Farnhrun feels that most of Boccaccie's tales ih his 
De Casibus Here of a sifflilar type and that the majority 
of them fail to achieve a truly tragic effect. In this 
type of story man is found to be prey to a completely 
irrational force whIch could be called fortune, chance, 
the stars, etc. This force resulted from the disobedience 
of Adam and Eve. It is a force of God and yet ia com-
lNei.J York: Barnes and Noble, 1963. 
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pletely unlike the forces he originally created and is 
in contrast to the way he rules in heaven. The only 
"I-ray to avoid the ravages of this cruelly irrational 
force is to deny the 1'lOrld and all its ways. Man accepts 
this type of fortune from the first moment he enters the 
active life of the Horld around him. The alternative, 
obviously, i8 a cloistered life. In the majority of 
Boccaccio's tales then the hero, a truly good man, chooses 
to be active in the world, and merely because of this 
choice he seals his ultimate dovmfall. These men are 
not only good but great so that they rise high before 
falling. 
Thus far I think Bussy .rould fit without conflict 
into the De Casibus concept. Farnham, however, feels 
that this type of tragedy advocating a contempt of the 
",orld is i.ncompatible with a truly tragic response. To 
understand why it is necessary to examine the type ·:If 
tragedy Farn.'J.am feels Boccaccio occasionally achieves 
in his tales. 
This higher type of tragedy, according to Farnham, 
-t- ·t; ;. 
requires an at,;1rmati'on o:f the value o:f life in this vTOrld, 
a reach:i.ri:g out for higher things, and the bonding o:f the 
caaracter with the action of the plot. First of all to 
maintain the reader's deepest concern there must be a 
- 3 -
centering on life in this world, for this world's strug-
gles are of L�mediate and tangible interest to most 
readers. Secondly the boundless ambition of mankind was 
particularly thrilling to the Elizabethans. Thirdly 
there is the realization that a hero will be more inspir-
ing if the audience realizes that hj.s actions have an 
effect on his fate. For a hero to make a mistake also 
makes it possible for the reader or vie"rer to identify 
in a 1rray not possible I,lith the all good man at the mercy 
of fate. At the end of the De Casibus Boccaccio seems 
to endorse the viel, of the world presented in thi.s second 
type of tragic story for he counsels men to seek honor 
and fame in worldly affairs--but to seek vlisely and 
virtously. I would like to quote Farnham in summary of 
what he thinks is the highest type of tragedy achieved 
in the De Casibus. 
Thus Boccaccio Inomentar'l,�y sees tragedy in 
the grand manner: for a tragic character there 
are lines of cause and effect having to do 
vlith ind·ividual choice and its lawful result, 
which can be plotted and brought to the light 
of our understanding; mingling .lith these and 
l. ,; 8 "s:t�e.tchingdim;!:Y1beyond them are lines of 
destiny, which "'e may refer to as fortune., 
the stars, divine purpose, or some other 
,'·fateful f�rces , but "Ihich are to us inex­
plicable. 
2Farnham, pp. 127-28. 
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Three of the critics who deal ,>Jith the play in 
differing .rays all seem to agree with what I felt .las 
the .,ay in "\.;hioh Bussy does not have the elements calleid 
for in Farnham's interpretation of De Casibus: that is, 
that in Bussy there are not "lines of cause and effect 
having to do .lith individual choice and its lal-lful result." 
Bussy doesn't malte a choice except to be active in the 
world as in Boccaccio's other type of tragedy. 
Willard Farnham in his Shakespeare's Tragic Frontier3 
sees Bussy as natural man raised to an ultimate degree. 
He sees Bussyts downfall as due to his virtue, 1'>1hich 
is also a fla1'>1. It is a flavr in that it is too great 
for the corrupt 1'>1orld in 1-1hich it finds itself. Farnha.m 
does feel that Chapman attempts to show that Bussy's 
natural virtue can look ludicrous in a corrupt Horld, 
but I feel this appearance is felt by the reader ratlJler 
than intended by Chapman. Farnham feels then that Bussy 
falls because he is ton good for the world in which he 
finds himself not because he has made a choice. Farnham 
also feels that Chapman intends Bussy as an example to 
the Horld of a higher type of morality than that they 
practice. 
3Berke;jLey: University of California Press, 1950. 
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(e,:Madeleine Doran in hsv Endeavovs 2! Avt4 intevpvsts 
Bussy as motivated by an intense desire to be himself. 
She too.feels that Bussy is an essentially passive chan-
acter who never makes a choice whjech determines his fate. 
Fortune in the play, she feels, is represented as an 
air of fatality surrounding the characters. Bussy's 
downfall comes because his desire to be himself cannot 
be encompa�d in the scope of a corrupt world. 
Bussy and Byron never recognize that theiv 
desive tor an uninhibited exercise of "great­
nessll is inevitably a thrust at power. Since 
it is not easy to reconcile this absolute free­
dom to be great with any system of law and 
government, Dluch less the authoritatian one 
Chapman himself allows, has heroes are doomed to 
bafflement and noble protest.;) 
Eugene Waith.as the title of his book6 suggests. 
considers Bussy a Herculian hero, a paragon of self 
control and solidity whose inner worth is reflected in 
his outer strength. particularly in the manner in which 
he meets his death. The stoic uhilosophey advocated 
involvement in the world, and perhaps it is again 
4Madison: The University of vJisconsin Press, 19;)1.�. 
;)Doran, p. 122. 
6Eugent "ratth, The Herculian Hero in ¥larlowe, Chapmah, 
Shakespeare, and Dryden(New York: columOia Universi5Y 
Press, 1962). ---
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the world he finds himself in that causes Bussy' s dNIIl-
fall. Like Hercules he submits to h!s fate, accepting 
his limitations. "The World of c::mrt intrigue .Thich 
Bussy opposes, yet the only world in 1�hich he can act, 
is his f'ate.,,7 This vieVlpoint again shows the whole 
world against Bussy, not Bussy choosing a course of' ac-
tion with ensuing consequences. 
But, it seems to me, ii!rti;l;1t:' it is only fair to judge 
Bussy DIAmbois for itself. I have been continually 
surprised at the variety of interpretations of the play 
which I have read and even more surprised at hm, validly 
these interpretations can be supported by the play. 
lilien we consider }'arnham1s interpretation of' Bussy 
as natural man and then read the fowwowing passage; 
Cousin Guise, I wonder 
Your honored disposition brooKs so ill 
A man so good, that only 1;wuld uphold 
Han in his native noblesse, from ',lh08e f'all 
All our dissensbns rise; that in hlmself 
(Without the out1-1ard patches of our frailty, 
Riches and honor) knows he comprehends 
Worth .lith the greatest. Kings had never borne 
Such boundless empire over other men, 
Had all maintained the spirit and state of DIAmbOis; 8 
we feel convinced that surely Chapman intended BUssy 
to be looked upon as a natural man. But little dispute 
7Waith, p . 1lO. 
8
George Chapman, Bussy DIAmbois in Elizabethan and 
Stuart Plays, ed. Charles Baskervill, Virgil Heltzel, 
Arthur Nethercot (Ne'-w; yoJ:,k:.-,E:�t'"-Hine��t, and iVins ton, 
1963), III. ii. 87-97. 
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can arise against Dorants theory that Bussy tries intensely 
to be himself. Only a fev, lines from the nassA.ge descrlllb­
ing Bussy as natural man we find Bussy speaKing of 
Guise, "His greatness is the peoplets; i'linets mine own. " 
(III.1i�75). And what doubt can arise of Bussyts 
intended comparison to Hercules? He faces death as he 
is pictured as facing life, ,·,rithout fear, with complete 
composure. 
To define Chapmants tragic intent, I feel, we must 
begin by looking for a multiple intent. In fact, in 
order to include the many elements in Bussy and at the 
same tBue risk sounding ridiculous I �uld have to 
classify Bussy as a multiple, semi-successful philosoph­
ical tragedy. In other ,�ords I think that Chapman 
tries to include too complete a picture of lifets 
tragic elements. 
For e,xample philo]3ophical and psychological insight 
are in the play amaz.ingly complex. The subtle comments 
of Monsieur on Bussyts character illustrate this com­
plexity ,.ell. In the first act Bussy tries to explain 
to Monsieur his reaction to the corrupt life at court. 
In court he 1-muld be expected to "Flatter great lords, 
to put them still in :nind why they were made lords; 
( 1.i.90 ) or to "please humorous ladies 1-Jith a good 
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carriage, tell them idle tales to make their physic 
work" (I. i. 92,93). After listing i;hese characteristic 
foibles of court life, Bussy asks Nonsieur, liTis a 
great man's part. Shall I learn thi.s there?"(I. i. 
102,103). Honsieur has observed Bussy deeply enoue:h 
to kno .. , that he isn't as naive as he might seem and 
replies, "No, thou need'st not learn; thou hast the 
theory; nOvl go there and practice. "(I.i. 104,105). 
This view of Bussy as a man inclined towards and 
capable of success in politic life is given question in 
another act \�hen Nonsieur begins to fear that there" 
is more to Bussy than to ordinar�ortals. 
I fear him strangely; his advanced valor 
Is like a spirit'y.aised lvithout a circle, 
Endangering him that ignorantly raised h:L� 
And for whose fury he hath learnt no limit. (III.ii. 40o-l). 
In this same act Bussy and Honsiery ap:ree to honestly 
\ 
evaluate each others characters, and by this time 
�10nsieur is truly seeing the dangers inherent in Bussj's 
kind of naturalness. 
That in thy valor th'art like other naturals 
That have strange gifts in nature, but no soul 
Diffused quite through, to make them of a piece, 
But stop at humors;othat are more ,absurd, 
Childish and villainous that that hackster, whore, 
Slave, cutthroat, tinker's bitch, compared; (III. ii.472-8) 
This insight 'again points up Farlli.am's idea that a 
man's virtue can at the same time 1)0 lj.is tragic flaw, 
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another one or the aspects or the play. But the same 
man 'lho senses the almost supernatural naturalness or 
Bussy, guesses that the best way to plat Bussy's do��­
raIl is through a means hardly supernatural, a woman. 
"I think it best a'11.ongst our greatest .lOmen; For there 
is no such trap to catch an upstart as a loose dmm.raIl," 
(II1.ii. 150-1). This may be a ratal .,eakness, but 
it is not a tragic one. 
A rinal speech by Honsieur tells or Bussy as he 
is seen in the best llght in the play. 
Such another spirit 
Could not be stilled rrom all th' Armenian dragons. 
o my love's glory, heir to all I have • • •  
Ir thou outlive me, as I know thou must, 
Or else hath Nature no proportioned end 
To her great labors, she hath breathed a mind 
Into thy entrails, of desert to swell 
Into another great Augustus Caesar, 
Organs 8.mraculties ritted to her greatness; 
And, sh,uld that perish like a common spirit:� 
Nature's a courtier and regards no me.rit. (IV. i.95-107). 
vie w 
This COllJ.plicateJAor Bussy i through Mons ieur' s eves 
is rar rrom being false--to lire or to itselL In ract, 
here we begin to see what I feel is the strength or the 
play ,.;hich is Chapman's ability to see ir not to present 
clearly the idea that life is complex and tragic in 
many of its aspects. 
Tamyra adds to the philosophical insights "hich 
also help to illuminate the nature of human character. 
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Note hep justification of hep fickleneRS to her husband 
in hep romance '\-lith Bussy. 
It is not I, but ur�ent destiny, 
That • . • • 
Enforceth my offense to make it just. 
What shall weak dames do, when th'whole .. :ark of nature 
Hath a strong finger inc each of us? 
• • • • 
We cannot keep our constant course in virtue. 
What is alike at all parts? Every day 
Differs from others--every hourc'aiid minute, 
Ay, every thought in our false clock of life 
Ofttimes inverts the i<lhole circumference. (III. i. 61-75). 
She demonstrates a valid truth about the fickleness of 
fortune, ani she also demonst"ates hO"J life's truths 
1 can be used to ones OHn purpose. 
Before Bussy is about to be tricked intollosing 
his life thrQue;h her note writen in blood, Tamyra sees 
life less as constantly changing than as evil by intent. 
I1h8n i-Jill our human griefs be at thoir heightZ 
Man is a tree that hath no top in cares, 
·No ro')t in comforts; all his power to live 
Is given to no end, but t! have p01.er to grieve. 
(V. iv. 9-12�. 
And finally she sees life in something approaching 
its tragic irony, in the sense that; our striving to do 
right is often the very thtng that makes our faults see!JJ.c: 
so terrible. She is discussing the fact that if she 
were a person vrho completely abandoned moral standards 
her affair with Bussy wouldn't be nearly as frowned 
upon. 
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o wretched piety, that art so distract 
In thine own constancy" and in thy right 
Must be uUrighteousl If I right my friend, 
I wrong my husband; if his vl�'ong I shun, 
The duty of my friend I leave undone. 
III plays on both sides; here and there it riseth; 
No place, no good, so good but ills compriseth. 
0, had I never �arried but for form, 
Never ,vowed faith but purposed to deceiffe. 
Never made conscience of any sin, 
But cloaked it privately and made it co�non, 
Nor never honored been in blDOd or min�, 
Happy had I been then, as others are 
Of the like license. I had then been honored; 
Lived without envy; custom had benumbed 
All sense of scruple, and all note of frailty; 
l'iy fame had been untouched, my heart unbroken; 
But, shunning all, I strike on all offense. 
(V. iv. 166-82). 
She is even aware of the honesty involved in admitting 
her illicit love openly and fulfilling it rather than 
harboring it in her heart. 
vie might expect that after having seen Bussy as 
natural man, as man trying to be intensely himself, as 
man defeated merely because he enters the corrupt world, 
and having seen the close observations of hTh'1lan char-
acter and philosophical observations of life, we had 
exhausted the extent of Chapman's ihtent in this play. 
But actually we have left undiscussed a '1lultitude of 
other intentions. 
Chap�an "as writing a play to be nroduced on stage, 
and another of his purposes VIas to create a nlay that 
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1.;a8 good theater. As I have mentioned before, the idea 
of a �lan reaching for the heights of existence in 8.ny 
sense lIas a thrill to the Elizabethan audience. We 
may add to the elements of this play Hhich made it gogd 
theate!l:! in its day many elements of the then current 
revenge play. The intrigue involved in setting up 
secret meetings for Bussy and Tamyra and especially the 
trap door device Has certain to anpeal to them. Add 
to this I:he violence of duels and the torture of Tamyra 
by her husband, which Has presented on st.age. Nontsurry's 
Hhole purpose seems to be one of a counter plot of 
revenge. 
Politics ca=ot be left out. IV']:lether or not Chapman 
Has influenced by Machiavelli's Hritings, he certainly 
made a corunent on the nature of court life. 
And possibly one of the most fascinating aspects 
of the play is the intended philosophey. To decipher 
Chapman's philosophical meaning requires more researcl;l 
than I have done. It involves a movement in his day 
called the S{:lhool oP Night. Its solutions to life "lere 
supposed to be esoteric,z,and these meanings Here to be 
found in Chapman's plays only by the special intellectually 
initiated. This philosophey is especially presented 
in Bussy by the supernatural characher Behemoth. It 
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is important to the School of Night interpretation of 
the play that Behemoth comes fvom the under"orld, be­
cause this philosophey found anSl-rers in places not 
obvious to the ordinary "orld. The use of sunernatura1 
elements • .ras also gooe. theater in Chapman's day. 
My concluding observation of this pIa;>]" is that 
it fails its artistic intention. It fails not ;iust in 
falling short of the highest demands of its genre, but 
it fails in Hhat it sets out to do. Just as disorder 
in the world is not best presented by disorderly writing, 
so a complex vis ion is not bes t presented bv a form so 
complex that it obscures its o"n intention. Many other 
"riters have a complex vision of the 1oIorld, but they 
do not present more of its elements thanth�y can success­
fully c:lllvey clearly. For example in Bus flY'S dying 
scene Vie are supposed to see him as a Hepculean he"('o. 
But we are too at-Jare of the monsieur's success in causing 
his downfall thr,ugh a woman, a loose downfall. In order 
for this scene. to have been effective, Chamnan would 
have of necessity hadcto have left a strong, convinding 
picture in the vie"er's mind of Bussy as a Hepculean 
tftpe. 
Cel'tainly adIniration is felt for the extent of 
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Chapman's vision, and Doth the language in which the 
play is presented and the individual moments of insight 
are memorable. Yet the play is incompletely conceived; 
we do not feel the cO'11ple:dty and confusion im,a tragic 
world as strongly as ,, e feel the confusion in Chapman IS 
attempts to convey these complexities. 
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Outline 
I. Purpose: to determine whether or not Webster's 
The Duchess of Malfi is an Italianate tragedy. 
II. Revenge tragedy: a general definition. 
III. Sources of this plaY. 
IV. Elements (as found in this play). 
A. Revenge motive 
B. Ghost to urge revenge 
C. Hesitation by the avenger 
D. Avenger's real or feigned madness 
E. Intrigue and counter-intrigue 
F. Action: bloody and horrible deaths, 
tortures, etc. 
G. Parallels 
H. Machiavellian villain 
V. Conclusion: that The Duchess 2! Malfi is an 
Italianate tragedy-.--
The Duchess of Malfi by John Webster was studied 
as an Italianate revenge tragedy. The purpose of this 
paper is to study the play in relation to the accepted 
elements of the Italianate tragedy of revenge and 
thereby to determine whether or not The Duchess of 
Malfi fits into this genre. First, there will be a 
discussion of the revenge tragedy in general, followed 
by a study of the sources of this particular play. 
Then will follow a discussion of the elements of 
Italianate revenge tragedy and their application to 
The Duchess of Malfi. 
Revenge tragedy was prominent in the Elizabethan 
Age. In man's past blood revenge had been a universal 
code; but, as the state evolved, the acceptance of it 
gradually declined; Christianity ruled that it was 
forbidden by God. During the Elizabethan Age there 
was still controversy over it; the people were in a 
stage between advocating and condemning it. Thus, 
the stage was set for the revenge type of tragedy. 
Revenge tragedy began with Thomas Kyd's The 
Spanish Tragedy. This line of plays was concerned 
with the tragedy of intrigue motivated by passion; it 
contained romantic interest. Kyd's chief sources of 
influence were Seneca and the Italian novelle. From 
Seneca came the inspiration and technique. His tragedies 
made use of the five-act division; the Chorus for 
comment, the ghost, the cruel tyrant, the faithful 
male servant, the female confidant; action through 
narrative reports by messengers; blood and lust, 
unnatural crimes; motivation of revenge; rhetorical 
style; introspection and soliloquy. l Seneca was a 
great influence during this period because his 
" . methods of treating tragic situations were 
akin to Elizabethan temperament . . •  ,,2 and his sensa­
tionalism in horror appealed to their taste.3 
There was also the Italian influence in the 
stories and charactmrs; the novelle gave the English­
men their picture of Italian villainy and provided 
material for the dramatists. From the Italians came 
the ideas of Machiavellian villains and vengefulness. 
These ideas were increased by the fears of Italy's 
religious influence and its supposed deceit. These 
dramas were placed in a foreign country. usually in 
Italy, so that practically everything would be 
lWilliam Flint Thrall and Addison Hibbard, A 
Handbook to Literature (New York, The Odyssey Press, 
1960), PP--. 446-447. 
2Fredson Thayer Bowers, Elizabethan ReVengj Tragedy: 
1587-1642 (Gloucester, Mass., Peter Smith-,-1959 , p. 74. 
3 Ibid. , p. 75. 
2 
believable. Bowers said 
The realism was clinched when the scene 
was laid in another country where, to their 
knowledge, the people were crueler and more 
revengeful, and where, as in Italy, the 
individualistic spirit still flourished among 
the nobility in despite of the law. 4 
The Italianate tragedy as developed by �d 
added court intrigue. It departed from the de casibus 
tradition on the following pOints: it held historical 
truth of less importance; heroes were of a lower rank; 
there was a movement towards a happy ending.5 In 
addition, the irony in the de casibus play is the 
final helplessness of man before an inexorable 
universe, whereas in the Italianate tragedy the irony 
lies in man's betrayal by his passions to a world of 
evil. 6 
The story portrayed in The Duchess of Malfi has 
an historical basis in Italy. The Italian Enrido 
d'Aragona had three children: Lodovico. a Cardinal; 
Carlo, the Marquis of Gerace; Giovana, who married 
the Duke of Malfi and had one child and then married 
Antonio and had two more children. It is not certain 
4�., p. 66. 
5Madeline Doran, Endeavors of Art (Madison, 
University of Wisconsin Press, 1963) , pp. 135-137. 
6 �., P. 142. 
3 
historically that the two brothers were re8ponsi�le 
for her persecution and death in real life, however. 
Webster's direct source, William Painter's The 
Palace of Pleasure, was based ultimately upon a 
novelle by Matteo Bandello. 
There are eight major elements of Italianate 
revenge tragedy: the motivation of revenge; the 
use of ghosts to urge the revenge; hesitation by 
the avenger; the avenger's real or feigned madness; 
intrigue and counter-intrigue; action, such as bloody 
and horrible deaths and tortures; parallels for 
contrast and emforcement of the mai� situation; 
the Machiavellian villain.7 There follows a discussion 
of these elements in their use in The Duchess of 
Malfi and several minor elements. 
Revenge was certainly the motive for the murder 
of the Duchess by her brothers. There is evidence 
throughout the play that Ferdinand and the Cardinal 
felt that her remarriage was a blow to the honor of 
the family; this aroused rage in them, espeCially in 
Ferdinand. 
Webster's audience would have seen the impropriety 
of her remarriage, whereas we do not notice this today. 
7Bowers, PP. 71-2. 
4 
First; the Duchess was a widow. While second marriages 
were not condemned by the Church, there was a strong 
feeling against them.8 Ferdinand and the Cardinal 
express this feeling in the first act. Evidence of 
this is Ferdinand's statement, "Marry! They / are 
most luxurious / will wed twice." (I, iii, 235-6) 9 
Second, ��e marriage of Antonio and the Duchess was 
one of un�qual rank. Since she was of royal blood, 
she had a public duty which she was ignoring in this 
marriage. 
When the marriage is threatened through 
Ferdinand's confrontation of her, she at 
once thinks of sa�ing the marriage by 
flight, without regard for her duty as a 
ruler . • . . Webster makes it plain 
that in this marriage there is a harm to 
public order, there is publi� disapproval, 
there is a neglect of duty.lO 
Third, the fact that her marriage was secret led to 
much scandal. She neither sought the advice of her 
brothers nor published the fact of her marriage. In 
addition, she did not receive the rites of the Church. 
8Clifford Leech, Webster: 
(Great Neck, New York, Barron's 
Inc., 1963), p. 55. 
The Duchess of Malfi 
Educational Series, 
9John Webster, The Duchess of Malfi, ed. by 
Charles Read Baskervill, Virgil B. Heltzel, Arthur H. 
Nethercot, Elizabethan and Stuart Plays (New York, 
Chicago, San Francisco, Toronto, London; Holt, Rinehart 
and Winston; 1934) . All subsequent references are 
to this edition. 
lOLeech, p. 52. 
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In the light of these facts, it is not at all 
strange that her brothers would be furious. Their 
honor had been harmed by the scandal of the Duchess's 
apparent bastards. Their first motive of revenge 
was the scandal of her children. Later, her lack 
of sense of honor provided a motive for revenge. 
However, they obviously were carried away by their 
sense of injury. Other people of the time felt that, 
although the marriage was unwise, the brothers were 
extreme in their reaction. 
Here's a strange turn of state! Who 
would have thought 
So great a lady would have matched 
herself 
Unto so mean a person? Yet the 
cardinal 
Bears himself much too cruel. 
(III, iv, 23-6) 
In conclusion, the motive for the murder of the 
Duchess was revenge for the shame she had caused. 
Both brothers, but especially Ferdinand, speak of 
revenge from the time they learn of the Duchess's 
first child until they strangle her. 
There is another revenge motive in the play: 
the revenge of Bosola. Bosola murdered both Ferdinand 
and the Cardinal in the last scene in the play. 
There can be two reasons for this. Instead of 
being properly rewarded for his part in the murder 
of the Duchess, Ferdinand pardoned him and told him 
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to keep out of his sight; he said that Boso1a had no 
right to kill her. In addition, Boso1a appears to 
have felt a great deal of pity for her after her 
death. Thus, Boso1a too had a revenge motive for 
his murder of Ferdinand and the Cardinal. 
The use of ghosts to urge revenge is an element 
of Ita1ianate tragedies. We do not find any ghosts 
for example, that of the Duchess's dead husband ---
to urge the revenge. carried out by her brothers. Nor 
do we find her ghost returning to urge her revenge. 
It thus would seem that this element is lacking from 
The Duchess of Malfi. However, Bosola, speaking to 
Antonio reveals that he feels her presence. 
It may be, 
I'll join with thee in a most just revenge. 
The weakest arm is strong enough that strikes 
vlith the sword of justice. Still me thinks 
the duchess 
Haunts me. 
(V, ii, 368-72) 
In Milan Delio and Antonio hear an echo which 
comes from the Duchess's grave. Although it is 
not her ghost, the echoed words seem to be a 
warning from her to Antonio, who sa.ys, "Tis very 
like my wife's voice. " (V, iii, 27) Her presence 
is again felt. 
The lack of a ghost does not at all detract 
from the playas an Italianate tragedy. After her 
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death her preseace is felt in a ghost-like manner. 
In speaking of the fifth act, Leech gives a similar 
interpretation: 
. . . the intention is surely to suggest 
the presence of the dead Duchess haunting 
those who have lived along with her. She 
is mentioned in every scene; her murder 
is the immediate cause of every detail of 
the action here. . . 1 Webster does not 
need her ghost. . . . 1 
A third element typical of Italianate tragedy 
is the hesitation of the antagonist in carrying out 
his revenge. This element is obviously present in 
The Duchess of Malfi. In Act I Antonio and Duchess 
get married; however, her brothers do not learn of 
it at this time. In Act II her first child by 
Antonio is born. Bosola, sent to the Duchess as a 
spy by Ferdinand and the Oardinal, had suspedted 
her pregnancy. He was elLpecially suspicious when 
she had all the guards locked up one night. Later, 
he found a slip of paper Antonio had dropped. 
What's here? A child's nativity 
calculated! 
liThe duchess was delivered of a son, 
t�leen the hours twelve and one in the 
night, Anno Dom. 1504" --- that's this -.r:3" -- " year --- decimo nono Decembris ---
that's 
----
this night --- "taken according to the 
meridian of l-1alfi" --- that's our duchess. 
(II, iii, 56-62) 
llLbid., p. 39. 
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He continues, giving evidence that her brothers will 
immediately know. 
If one could find the father now! But 
that 
Time will discover. Old Castruchio 
I' th' morning posts to Rome; by him 
I'll send 
A letter that shall make her brother's 
galls 
O'erflow their livers. 
(II, iii, 75-9) 
There is further evidence in the next two scenes 
that they have definitely learned of their sister's 
child. Ferdinand says 
Read there --- a sister damned! She's 
loose i' th' hilts, 
Grown a notorious strumpet. 
(II, v, 3-1.) 
The next time we see these people, in Act III, 
several years have past. 
She's an excellent 
Feeder of pedigrees; since you last saw 
her, 
She hath had two children more, a son 
and daughter. 
(III, i, 5-7) 
At this pmint, no revenge has been carried out. 
Ferdinand appears and learns of his sister's marriage; 
he leaves, vowing never to see her again. It is not 
until a further lapse of time that he returns to 
murder her in Act IV. 
The reason for this delay is given early in 
the play. Eierdinand. in a rage at the knowledge of 
the Duchess's child, says to the Cardinal: 
Till I know who leaps my sister, 
I'll not stir. 
That known, I'll find scorpions 
to sting my whips, 
And fix her in a general eclipse. 
(II, v, 77-9) 
Upon learning of her marriage later, he returns to 
Rome, still not knowing her husband's identity. It 
is not until Bosola, told by the Duchess of her 
husband's name, gives this information to them that 
they enact their revenge. 
The real of feigned madness of the avenger is 
a typical characteristtc of this genre of tragedy. 
There were two people who enacted the revenge upon 
the Duchess in this play: Ferdinand and the Cardinal. 
Of these two, Ferdinand is the one who acts, who 
sees to his sister's murder. The Cardinal assents 
to the murder from Rome; in fact, he says, 
By my aPPointment, the great Duchess 
of Me,1fi 
And two of her young children, four 
nights since, 
Were strangled. 
(V, ii, 287-8) 
Ferdinand, the avenger, was the one who became mad. 
It is he who saw his dead sister and her strangled 
children; and this action preys upon his mind. Leech 
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says, 01 • • •  from the moment when he looks on his 
sister's body and asks for her face to be covered, 
he is pursued by his own furies.,,12 
When Ferdinand returns to Milan, his madness is 
apparent. Pescara says of him, 
Prince Ferdinand's come to Milan, 
Sick, as they give out, of an apoplexy; 
But some say 'tis a frenzy. 
(V, i, 57-9) 
This madness is indeed real. His doctor calls his 
disease lycanthropia: 
In those that are posseesed with 't there 
o'erflows 
Such melancholy humor they imagine 
Themselves to be transformed into 
wolves, 
Steal forth to churchyards in the dead 
of night, 
And dig dead bodies up; as two nights 
since 
One met the duke 'bout midnight 
in a lane 
Behind Saint Mark's Church, with the 
leg of a man 
Upon his shoulder. • • 
(V, ii, 8-15) 
This madness continues throughout the remainder of 
of the play, so that the Cardinal locks him up and 
lets no one see him, for, in his madness, he might 
reveal what they have done. Ferdinand dies a madman. 
12Ibid. , p. 34. 
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Intrigue is present in The Duchess of Malfi 
-- -
from the opening of the play through the last scene. 
There are conspiracies, complications, suspense, and 
tension. The first sense of intrigue comes when we 
are informed that Bosola is at Malfi to spy on the 
Duchess. We soon discover why: Ferdinand and the 
Cardinal fear that the Duchess will remarry. 
In this first act the Duchess does remarry. She 
marries Antonio, her steward and a man her brothers 
will object to. Their objections, as already mentioned, 
can be that Antonio is not a nobleman; that this is 
her second marriage, and that they were married in 
secret and without the rites of the Church. At this 
point the reader is in suspense as to when she will 
be discovered. Thus far, there is the intrigue of 
the spying brothers and Bosola, their representative; 
and there is the counter-intrigue of the Duchess's 
and Antonio's secret marriage. 
Later in the second act we find hints of the 
Duchess's pregnancy and the suspicions to Bosola. 
I observe our duchess 
Is sick a-days. She pukes, her stomach 
seethes, 
The fins of her eyelids look most 
teeming blue, 
She wanes l' th' cheek, and waxes fat i' 
th' flank, 
And, contrary to our Italian fashion, 
Wears a loose-bodied gown. There's 
somewhat in 't. 
12 
I have a trick may chance discover it, 
A pretty one; I have bought some 
apricocks, 
The first our spring yields. 
(II, i, 85-93) 
After making several other remarks in reference to 
pregnancy, Bosola gives the Duchess some rather green 
apricots which bring on the delivery of her child. 
The intrigue is intensified when the Duchess says 
that many jewels have been stolen and the the palace 
is to be locked. Bosola is certain that something 
is being hidden. 
Sure I did hear a woman shriek. 
List, ha! 
And the sound came, if I received it 
right, 
From the duchess' lodgings. There's 
some strategem 
In the confining of all our courtiers 
To their several wards. 
(II, iii, 1-5) 
His suspicions are confirmed when he finds the child's 
horoscope which was dropped by Antonio. After Bosola 
informs the brothers in Rome, we learn that Ferdinand 
and the Cardinal will seek revenge and wonder if and 
how the Duchess will escape. 
After the birth of two more children, the Duchess 
is visited by Ferdinand, who seeks to learn the 
father. He learns that she is married, although not 
to whom, and he exits, leaving the reader wondering 
when he will take his revenge. When the Duchess 
trustingly confesses to Bosola her marriage to Antonio, 
the reader anticipates the treachery that follows. 
The conspiracy thickens when Bosola and some soldiers, 
all masked, waylay the Duchess and her family on a 
highway near Loretto. The scheme for her torture 
and death reflects the intrigue of the entire play. 
There is further intrigue in the last act when 
there are conspiracies towards revenge upon the 
former revengers. Ferdinand and the Cardinal, as 
Delio realizes, are still seeking to murder Antonio: 
For, though they have sent their letters 
of safe-conduct 
For your repair to Milan, they appear 
But nets to entrap you. 
(v, i, 3-5) 
Antonio, with the help of Delio, seeks vengeance 
upon the murderers of his wife. There is here his 
scheming for revenge and his mistaken murder by 
Bosola. Bosola is also seeking revenge upon Ferdinand 
and the Cardinal. He gains access to the Cardinal 
through Julia, the Cardinal's mistress. The Cardinal 
is also conspiring against Julia, who he poisons. 
Thus, it is evident that there is definitely 
the element of intrigue in this play. There are 
plots and counter-plots; there is spying and scheming; 
there is suspense. 
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This play abounds in action in the forms of 
torture and murder. The first indication of this 
appears in the third act when Ferdinand hands the 
Duchess a daggar. There is indication that>he wants 
her to commit suicide: 
Ant. And it seems did wish 
You: would use it on yourself? 
Duch. His actions seemed 
To intend so much. 
(III, ii, 149-50) 
Acts IV and V are filled with blood and horror, 
with torture and death. This is a neo-Senecan 
horror device which was popular at that time. 13 
The torture and murder of the Duchesf!!occurred after 
her imprisonment in her own palace. From the beginning 
of Act IV until the death of the Duchess, Ferdinand 
seeks to make her lose her mind. First, he p�esents 
to her a dead man's hand, telling her that it is the 
hand of Antonio. Then he reveals the supposed bodies 
of her husband and children. In both of these horrors 
Ferdinand is bluffing, "To bring her to despair. " 
(IV. i, 112) 
Excellent, as I would wish; she's 
plagued in art. 
These presentations are but framed 
in wax 
By the curious master in that quality, 
Vincentio Lauriola, and she takes 
them 
For true substantial bodies. 
(IV, i, 107-11) 
13rrving Ribner, Jacobean Tragedy: 
Moral Order (New York, Barnes and Noble, 
p. 9 7. 
The Quesg for 
Inc. , 19 2), 
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He then presents the utmost torture of all those 
he has inflicted; the madmen. These men --- a 
lawyer, a secular priest, a doctor, an astrologian, 
an English tailor, an usher, a farmer, and a broker 
dance and sing in a dismal and insane manner before 
the Duchess. Yet even this horrible spectacle does 
not drive her to insanity. 
I am not yet mad, to my cause of sorrow. 
Tho heaven o'er my head seems made of 
molten brass, 
The earth of flaming sulfur, yet I am 
not mad. 
I am acquainted with sad misery 
As the tanned galley slave is with his 
oar. 
Necessity makes me suffer constantly, 
And custom makes it easy. 
(IV, ii, 24-30) 
The only other horror done to the Duchess is her 
strangulation. The executioners appear and reveal 
to the Duchess a bell, the cords, and her coffin. 
In addition to the torture and murder of the 
Duchess, there are many other murders co��itted on 
the stage. Cariola, a maid, is strangled immediately 
after the Duchess. The two strangled children are 
then presented on the stage. In Act V Julia dies 
after kissing a book which the Cardinal had poisoned. 
Antonio receivea a fatal stab from the knife of 
Bosola. Bosola also murders the Cardinal and 
Ferdinand, who in turn murders him, on the stage. 
A servant is also stabbed. 
In conclusion, the element of action through 
blood and horror, torture and death, is a basic 
part of this drama. 
The use of parallels for contrast and enforce-
ment of the main situation, a basic element of 
Italianate tragedies, is found in �he Duchess of 
Malfi. I will treat the more obvious and important 
ones here. The most outstanding contrast, due 
perhaps to prOXimity, is that of the deaths of the 
Duchess and Cariola, her maid. Leech says that 
Cariola's death, following that of the Duchess, 
is one of the most painful contrasts in 
the play. If we need the aSSurance that 
the Duchess knew how to die, the pitiful 
behavior of her waiting-woman giI�s it more eloquently than any set comment. 
The Duchess faced her death nobly and without a 
whimper. On being told of her approaching murder, 
she says, "Peace; it affrights not me." (IV, ii, 87) 
After giving instructions for the care of her 
children, and after forgiving her executioners, 
she awaits her death almost anxiously. 
Tell my brothers 
That I perceive death, now I am well 
awake, 
Beet gift is they can give or I can 
take. 
I would fain put off my last woman's 
fault; 
I'll not be tedious. 
(IV, ii, 238-42) 
14 Leech, p. 23. 
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She then kneels and awaits her fate: 
Heaven-gates are not so highly arched 
As princes' palaces; they that enter 
there 
Must go upon their knees. 
(IV, ii, 247-9) 
Cariola's death is indeed a bitter contrast to this 
noble one. She wildly protests, "I am not prepared 
for 't. I will not die." (IV, ii, 259) Biting and 
scratching, all to no avail, she protests that she 
is contracted to a gen�leman and that she is pregnant. 
Leech has also suggested that Julia was included 
as a parallel to the Duchess. 
Webster wanted to point a contrast,' and 
suggest a resemblance, between her mode 
of sexual behavior and that of the 
Duchess . . . . both women are direct 
in their approach, both devise scenes 
with a hidden witness, both come to 
death throu�h what they do. Yet the 
contrast is equally obvious. . . . The 
two women are opposed also in their 
respective constancy and promiscuousness, 
in the family relationship establ�shed 
at Malfi and the casualgess of the 
Cardinal's protection. 
This seems to be a just and accurate analysis of 
the situation. Despite the similarities between the 
two, as mentioned by Leech, the reader can't help 
but hold an entirely different opinion of each. 
While the Duchess is questionable in some of her 
actions, she is noble and loyal; we admire and respect 
l5Ibid. , PP. 32-3. 
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her. But we don't possess the same opinion about 
Julia; she is a silly and promiscuous woman who 
completely deserves all she gets. The Duchess 
truly loves Antonio and is loyal to him. Julia is 
disloyal to her husband; her avowal of love to Bosola; 
is a sharp contrast to the Duchess's words of love 
to Antonio. 
It is also interesting to note the contrast 
between the Duchess and Ferdinand. She completely 
faces her predicament; he does not face his situation 
at all. He sought to drive her mad, but she pre­
served her sanity to the end. Yet he became mad 
because he had not been able to face the murder 
he had committed. 
The problem of the Machiavellian villain is a 
more difficult aspect than the others in this play. 
The Machiavel is one who is crafty and cunning; he 
seeks his own end, without regard to morality. A 
case can be made for both Bosola and the Cardinal as 
Machiavellian villains; however, I don't think that 
either one fits perfectly into the category. 
Bosola does show craft and cunning in his spying 
upon the Duchess. He gains her trust, so that she 
finally reveals her husband to him; he then sends 
this knowledge to the brothers. He later reveals 
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these Same characteristics when he seeks his revenge 
upon the Cardinal. It is evident that he is dOing 
this in order to advance his own desires. 
What rests but I reveal 
All to my lord? 0, this base quality 
Of intelligencer! ��y, every quality i' 
th' world 
Prefers but ga.in or commendation. 
Now, for this act I am certain to be 
raised, 
"And men that paint weeds to the life 
are praised." 
(III, ii, 332-8) 
In all this Bosola does fit into the charactet of 
the Machiavel. His revenge upon the Cardinal and 
Ferdinand is due in large part to the fact that they 
did not reward him for his part in the murder. 
However, he does show pity for the Duchess; snd 
he does, in part, regret what he has done. During the 
tortures of the Duchess, he says to Ferdinand, 
Faith, end here, 
And �o no farther in your cruelty. 
Send her a penitential garment to put on 
Next to her delicate skin, and furnish 
her 
iH th beads and prayer books. 
(IV, i, 112-16) 
Whe�he is breathing her last, Basola says, 
She stirs; here's life! 
Return, fair soul, from darkness, and 
lead mine 
Out of this sensible hell! 
0, she's gone again! There the cords 
of life broke. 
° �cred Innocence, that sweetly sleeps 
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On turles' feathers, whilst a guilty 
conscience 
Is a black register wherein is writ 
All our good deeds and bad, a perspective 
That shows us hell! 
(IV, ii, 359-61 and 374-9) 
A Machiavel would not show such conoenn for his victim 
and for his own conscience, especially not so soon 
after the deed. And at the end he implies that the 
final revenge is not only for the wrong done to him: 
Revenge for the Duchess of Malfi, 
murdered 
By th' Arragonian brethren; for Antonio 
Slain by this hand; for lustful Julia 
Poisoned by this man; and lastly for 
m�,elf, 
That was an actor in the main of all 
Much against mine own good nature, yet 
i' the end 
Neglected. 
(V, v, 86-91) 
He senses the evils of the entire situation. 
Several critics of �e Duchess of Malfi have 
cast the Cardinal as the Machiavel in the play. 
Ribner feels that he 
stands for the guile and hypocrisy vrhich 
render religion but a shallow pretence. 
He carries on the traditional pose of the 
"Nachiavel", a symbol of evil ,learing the 
mask of a seeming virtue. 16 
Ornstein expresses a similar opinlon: 
He has a connoisseur's taste for flawless 
villainy, fcr security in evil. On the 
surface he is nerveless, emotionless . . . 
16 Ribner, p. 119. 
17 
17f(00ert Ornstein, Noral Vision of Jacobean Drama 
( Wadis'em" University of Wis9onsin.P�e8S, 1960), P. 146 .  
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The Cardinal seems to be in the background through 
most of the play, but he admits in the last act that 
it was he who was behind the murder. He uses much 
craft and cunning to accomplish his end and to cover 
himself. He does everything for his end; he feels 
that she had disgraced him and that she should thereby 
be punished. Not feeling regret for his deed, even 
at his death, shows him to be more true to the 
Machiavellian type than was Bosola. The only 
omission in his character to be a true Machiavel is 
that he really gains nothing by his revenge. 
In conclusion, I have found that John Webster's 
The Duohess of Malfi does fit into the classification 
of an Italianate tragedy. It noticeably oontains 
the eight elements characteristic to this genre. 
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